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EDITOR’S NOTE 
Dear readers, 
Dear authors and friends,  
 

This is third issue for 2015 of the scientific Journal KSI Transaction on 
Knowledge Society. Since now we have been published a lot of  issues in the 

period of the 8 consecutive years, 4 issues of the magazine per year, in March, 

June, September and December.  
Each issue of the journal contains three types of papers. The first of them are 

traditional in form and demonstrate a sound theoretical and/or methodological 

underpinning and a clear contribution to knowledge in the field developed in the 
magazine. The second provide important empirical researches. We are focus on 

the empirical researches that explore experience in several counties. They can be 

an important contribution for solving major problems. The third and final type of 

paper provides a short contemporary and provocative “opinion piece” on an issue 
or synthesis of issues. Thus the magazine gives opportunity for young researchers 

to present their viewpoints.  
All types of papers, however, are subject to the journal’s double-blind review 

process. 
This issue of the KSI Transaction on Knowledge Society that you are holding 

in your hands contains 8 papers, dedicated to the actual and significant scientific 

problems in the following fields in traditional focus of the magazine: Economics 
and General Management, International Relations and geopolitics, IT 

Management. 
All papers are indexed in EBSCO, Open-J-Gate, SJIF, Directory of Open 

Access scholarly Resources and others, that allow for intensive dissemination of 

the scientific results.  
International Editorial Board takes the opportunity to invite you to take part 

in IX International Science Conference “Knowledge Society” that will be held 

next year in June in Bulgaria. Invitation for the conference is published at the 

previous number of the magazine. 
Best wishes and thank you for all contribution to the Journal KSI Transaction 

on Knowledge Society. 
 

Kind regards of all our readers! 
 

International Editorial Board 
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Infrastructure – an Element of The Social 

Reproduction in District Rousse 
Krasimir Enimanev

1 

 

 
Abstract: The process of infrastructure building, as an 

element of the social reproduction goes through multiple 
stages of the international division of labour within conditions 
of the globalized economy. The status of the infrastructure is 
widely researched and basic tools for its specific evaluation 
are elaborated in the district of Ruse.  

Index Terms: infrastructure, system 
JEL: M12 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The process of building the infrastructure as an 

independent part of social reproduction goes through 

various stages of the international division of labor in a 

globalizing economy. Identifying individual types of 

infrastructure is quite conditional. We could claim that it 

comes down to looking at them as complex in their whole 

entity, as general conditions of reproduction. 

In a narrow sense - the word infrastructure is a set of 
elements which have a subordinate role to the economic 

system, but without which the latter cannot be developed 

and improved. 

Therefore, the infrastructure elements form a significant 

part of the national wealth. They have a subordinate role, 

but have a definite impact on an amendment/ change of the 

state of the economic system and its components of its 

structure. 

Approved and tested are the following functional types 

of infrastructure: 

1. Market Infrastructure; 

2. Social infrastructure; 
3. Ecological infrastructure; 

4. Institutional infrastructure; 

5. Information Infrastructure. 

 

This paper examines the state of the infrastructure and 

forms an aggregate and specific assessment. Synthesized 

are key moments for district Rousse, which is located in 

northeastern Bulgaria. Besides the regional center of 

Rousse it includes 82 settlements in 8 municipalities: 

Borovo, Byala, Vetovo, and Dve mogili, Ivanovo, Rousse, 

Slivo Pole and Tsenovo. 

 
II. INFRASTRUCTURE – AN ELEMENT OF THE 

SOCIAL REPRODUCTION IN DISTRICT ROUSSE 

 
The district of Rousse is characterized by a good soc- 
 
1 Professor Krasimir Enimanev is with the University 

„Angel Kunchev”,Ruse ,8 Studentska Street, Bulgaria 

ial environment and standard of living – close to the 

national average. The key geographical location of the 

region of Rousse makes it an important part of the Danube 
Strategy of the European Union, which suggests further 

improvement of infrastructure characteristics of the region. 

The area shows average levels for the country in the 

spheres of "Economics", "Demography" and "Education". 

Unfortunately problems like unfavorable business 

environment, not enough good material base and human 

resources in the health system and environmental pollution 

still remain unsolved .As main challenges that the local 

administration faces are the increase of the acquisition of 

funds under the EU operational programs, improving the 

quality and speed of administrative services and especially 
the expansion of e-services. 

Infrastructure: In comparison to the whole territory, 

district Rousse has well developed road and rail network, 

density of railway is nearly two times higher than the 

national average. Near Rousse is located the Danube 

Bridge, which so far is the only land connection between 

Bulgaria and Romania, through which the crossing of the 

Danube by road and rail is made possible. The 

improvement of the infrastructure in the area is paid special 

attention in the Danube Strategy of the European Union, 

and a number of projects for rehabilitation and expansion 

of the road network and modernization of railway lines are 
expected to take place. The upcoming completion of the 

construction of the Danube Bridge 2 at Vidin, expected 

before the end of 2012, will put an end the "monopoly" of 

the bridge at Rousse and will probably take some of the 

traffic through it. The losses in transport water have 

decreased since 2006. in proportion to the number of 

inhabitants of the area achieved efficiency in the transport 

of water is significantly higher than the national average. 

The number of students and teachers in secondary and 

primary education decreases at a pace faster than the 

national average, decreasing by 31% and 33% for the 
period 2001-2011 The main reason for this is the negative 

demographic trends in the district. For the same period 

there are 29 schools which have been closed. According to 

the data from 2011 the enrollment rate of students in 

classes from V to VIII grade is 81.7%. The number of 

students who could not finish successfully a certain grade 

is close to the level of the country (about 1%) and the 

number of premature school-leavers is slightly above 3% at 

2.4 percent national average. During the 2010/2011 

academic year, graduates from the region showed the 

national average results of exams in Bulgarian language 

and literature. In the next academic year (2011/2012) the 
number of students who achieved a score below 3.00 

5
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doubled, and the average grade fell from Good (4.43) to 

Good (4.11). 

Despite the gradual increase in the number of students in 

the region (7 000 in 2001 to over 9 000 in 2011) the 

percentage of graduates aged 25-64 remained unchanged 

(20.4% in 2011). This shows that not enough young people 

(who have completed their higher education in the area) 

decided to seek professional realization within the 

district/region. 

The main problems of the region in healthcare stem from 

low (compared to the average for the country) number of 
specialized and general practitioners. For 2011, every 

general practitioner accounted for an average of 2005 

people from the local population, as the only areas with 

similar indicators are Kardzhali, Razgrad and Targovishte. 

At the end of 2010, 86% of the population of the area has 

medical insurance which complies with the national 

average. In the period from 2001 to 2008 the number of the 

patients in medical institutions increased by nearly 60%, 

then there is a downward trend. In 2011, the ratio of the 

number of people registered to hospitals aid reaches the 

national average levels. 

Confidence in the health system remains high, with only 

5% of the citizens who have been interviewed say they are 

'had to make unauthorized payments Although 65% of the 

respondents are satisfied with the quality of health services, 

one in four people who have used such services in the 

previous year the survey had to leave the region to receive 

the necessary needed care. Emissions of harmful 

substances into the atmosphere, compared to the region 

remain below the national average level. However, 

according to this coefficient, this area is the fifth largest 

polluter in the country after Stara Zagora, Varna, Sofia 
(capital) and Kyustendil. The common waste/garbage made 

by the people form the region is equal to the average for the 

country, increasing from 2007 on. By 2010 a huge problem 

for the region remains the lack of a functioning sewage 

treatment plant in the district center - Rousse. This station 

was put into operation in the late 2011 but is still not 

working at full capacity. At the end of 2010 about 66% of 

the population of the region lives in settlements with access 

to public sewerage, which is slightly lower than the average 

indicators for the country. 

 
 

 

TABLE 1. 

 
Indicator Description Period Unit Source 

Density of the 

road system 

The indicator measures the sum of the 

motorways and roads (first class, second class 

and third class), relative to the respective 

region. National road system is critical for 

carriage of the passengers and goods 
transportations in the country. This indicator 

do not include the streets in settlement places. 

2000-2010 Length of 

the road 

system is 

km. 

/100sq.m 

Bulgaria

n Statistics 

Institute 

(BSI) 

Density of the 

railway system 

The indicator represents all the railway lines 

that designed to movement of traits between 

station or places, marked as independent points 

of departure and arrival of the transport and 

passengers and cargo. The greater is the 

density of the railway system in the regions, 

the more comfortable is the transport and 

passengers and cargo. 

2000-2010 Length of 

the railway 

system is 

km. 

/100sq.m 

Bulgaria

n Statistics 

Institute 

(BSI) 

Share of 

households with 

Internet access 

The access of households to the Internet is 

indicative the advent of new information and 

communication technologies in the region of 

the country 

2004:2006

-2011 

% Bulgaria

n Statistics 

Institute 

(BSI) 

Proportion of 
people used the 

Internet in last 12 

mounts 

Along with Internet access, data on persons 
who effectively use the Internet the last year, 

show the introduction and use of new 

technologies in country regions. The subject 

are those age landmark 16-74 years old. 

2004:2006
-2011 

% Bulgaria
n Statistics 

Institute 

(BSI) 

Main losses in 

the transport of 

water in public 

water systems 

The data mean the quality of water transport 

supply infrastructure in the region and the 

efficiency of the transport of water for 

households and the business purpose. 

2006-2010 ml. cub.m. 

y/10 000 

people 

Bulgaria

n Statistics 

Institute 

(BSI) 
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TABLE 2. 

 
Region / indicator Ruse 

Gross domestic product per capita, lev (2009)  6987 

Average annual unemployment rate of population aged 15 and over% (2011)  12 

Average employment rate of population aged 15 and over% (2011)  44.2 

Average annual income per household lev (2011)  4071 

Number of non-financial companies per 1,000 inhabitants (2010)  47 

Cost of acquisition of fixed assets thousand. Lev (2010)  347 785 

Direct Foreign investments in companies in nonfinancial sector (2010) in €  363 261.70 

Return on sales  2.10% 

Value of paid sums under contracts of municipalities as beneficiaries under the operational programs 

of the EU thousand. Euros (about 5.12.2011) 

10,281,915 

Density of the road network, total length of motorways, first class, second class and third class 

roads, km. / 100sq.m (2010) 

18.3 

Density of railway lines km. / 100kv.km (2010)  5.7 

Proportion of households with Internet access, % (2011)  43.2 

Proportion of people aged between 16 and 74 , who have used the Internet in the past 12 months,% 

(2011) 

51.0 

Losses in the transport of water in public water supply and irrigation systems, in million cubic 

meters / per year (2010) 

9,21 

Losses in the transport of water in public water supply and irrigation systems, million cubic meters 

/year (2010)  

541.72 

Number of average annual population (number of people) (2011)  234631 

Age dependency ratio 65+ to 0-14,% (2011)  172.8 

Age dependency ratio 65 to 15-64,% (2011)  30.7 

Share of urban population% (2011)  76.8 

Population density to the territory of settlements, people / sq.km. , (2010)  1906 

Coefficient of natural growth, % (2011)  -8.1 

Age dependency ratio 65 to 15-64,% (2011)  08 

 

 
In 2009, nearly 17% of the population of the region lives 

below the poverty line, and 40.9 percent of the population 

live in material deprivation, and in both categories the 

region is performing better than the national average level. 

The share of the people living in households with low 

intensity of economic activity is also low - only 4.4%, 

which is one of the lowest results for the country. The 

registered crimes against personality and property remain 
low for the country, making Rousse one of the calmest 

areas in the country. The people living in the area are 

unhappy most of their standard of living and lack of career 

opportunities within the region. Housing and the 

environment are highly appreciated. However, nearly 15% 

of the respondents claim to be willing to leave the region if 

given the opportunity. The evaluation of the citizens about 

the work of local institutions is also one of the highest in 

the country. The highest rate of authority among 

respondents are the schools, the hospitals and the law 

enforcement institutions. It is also impressive that the 

region has a high reputation for its local units of 

government structures. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 
Based on this study that has been made, we have 

concluded that infrastructure is a key factor for the 

development of the region and is relevant to both the 

economic and the social aspects of life of the population. 

The Infrastructure development largely determines the 
competitive advantages of different region. 

 
REFERENCE  

 
Georgiev.P.Regionalna ikonomika. NBU. Sofia 
Enimanev.Kr.Teritorialno ustroystvo i infrastruktura. 
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Ethical and Social Responsibility Aspects of 

Management and Ecology Safety Enterprise 
Ivaylo Stoyanov

1
 

 

 
Abstract: Ethical and social responsibility aspects of the 

management of the company and its ecological safety, are one 
of the key priorities in its strategic development. From 
shareholders and managers point of view, they reflect the 
interaction of the company in society and the ways in which it 
make the business. The publication is focused to some aspects 
of ethical and socially responsible company policy, the 
formation of an ethical system approach to ethical behavior 
and making ethical decisions by managers. It reflects the basic 
dimensions of social responsibility, linking them to the 
environmental safety of the company and the technology of 
corporate social governance. Structured are the main criteria 
for social responsibility of the company and the 
characteristics of ISO 26000 for sustainable development and 
social responsible behavior.  

Index Terms: ethics, social responsibility, environmental, 
safety management.  

JEL: M21 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The ethical and socially responsible aspects of the 

management of a company occur between stakeholders or 

the groups interested in this in two ways: First, important 

are the relationships between people in the organization - 

those who manage the company, including the interests of 

groups and individuals. The key relationships are those 

between shareholders, managers and associates, they 

should be built on socialization, responsibility, good social 

climate, showing professional skills and personal 

effectiveness. Second, it is important the interaction of the 

company with the social environment. These are the 
contacts in the community - with state structures and 

institutions, NGOs or other associations, local authorities 

and residents, customers, competitors, brokers, etc. It is 

important that the company keep and maintain good 

communications with all of them, these communications 

must be built on integrity, fairness and legal order. Ethical 

behavior on behalf of the management staff of the company 

Ethical climate and effective communication are key 

indicators to optimize performance in the organization, 

according to accepted standards, principles, rules and 

norms of behavior.  
 

II. ETHICAL AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

ASPECTS OF MANAGEMENT AND ECOLOGY 

SAFETY ENTERPRISE 

 

The formation of ethical system in the company depends 

 
1.Ivaylo Stoyanov is a Ph.D.at Management Department of D. 

A. Tzenov” of Economics – Svishtov, Bulgaria 

on three fundamental areas (E. Garriga & D. Mele, 2013, 

pp. 74-104; L. Trevino, L. Hartman & M. Brown, 2000, pp. 

128-142): 
1. Moral Behavior. Organizations seek to recruit and 

retain individuals who have the due moral behavior 

corresponding to the company's goals and interests. 

Emphasis is put on ethical values and the ability of 

people to be open, honest and well-meaning, i.e. the 

company needs a high level of moral development of 

personality. 

2. Ethical Leadership. Ethical leaders are those leaders 

who can make ethical decisions in favor of the company or 

the team they work with and guide the work into the 

mainstream of ethical standards and codes of conduct. 
They help people to be associated with the work, they uses 

role-modeling, they communicate on the topic of ethic, 

they reward for positive results, they ignore the differences 

in the workplace, etc. 

3. Organizational structures and systems. These are the 

tools by which managers can influence the ethical climate 

in the company and create ethical work rules. These 

include company culture, code of ethics bodies, corporate 

ethics programs for ethical training and more. The 

Managers and professionals need to know approaches to 

ethical behavior in order to react to trends in the social 

environment. The most popular of them are the following 
(R. Daft, 2015, pp. 162-169; B. Beal, 2013, pp. 59-74; G. 

Cavanagh, 1990, pp. 186-199).   

1) Utilitarian approach. The approach was 

developed by J. Bentham and J. S. Mill and states that 

the one who makes the decision must take into account 

the effect that will influence the stakeholders. It is 

necessary to choose an option that satisfies the 

majority of people's interests, i.e. to be in favor of the 

public good and welfare. 

2) Individualistic approach. In this approach 

people calculate the benefits that they can get in the 
long term. The main motivators for a man are self-

control of behavior, and all the forces that come from 

the environment should be ignored (to limit their 

influence). Every person takes a decision which will 

bring benefit in the near future, and his actions are 

based on the principle of "choose the lesser evil." The 

approach reflects the choice of the individual to obtain 

a personal benefit that often goes against societal 

norms. 

3) Moral-Legal approach. It reflects the 

rights and freedoms that cannot be violated or 

restricted as a result of the decision taken by other 
people. Here, an ethical solution is the one that best 

8
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expresses the priorities of the people regarding their 

right of choice. In the process of decision-making we 

can draw to the following moral rights: 

 the right to consent - the impact on another person 

is eligible, but only if he agrees to mentor some 

(control) his actions. 

 right to privacy - each person can proceed as 

he/she sees appropriate and control information which 

he/she uses. 

 right to personal conscience - one can refrain from 

executing commands that violate his ethical views. 

 the right of freedom of expression - one can 

criticize the actions and behavior of other people if 

these actions are considered immoral. 

 right of personal opinion - man shares his/her 

independent opinion without worrying that they will be 

criticized by others. 

 the right to private life and safety - one has the 

right to live as he/she likes and to lead safe lifestyles. 

This has argued that ethical decisions should not 

violate basic human rights 

4. The Justice Approach. This approach is based on the 
assumption that the decision to be taken must be based on 

principles of equality and fairness. From the standpoint of 

management, there are three types of justice: 

 Objective justice – the actions of managers to the 

people they work with (the team) should be based on 

objective criteria. 

 Procedural fairness - actions of managers are 

guided by the legal basis of the organization. 

 Compensatory justice - stimulating the person 

harmed by illegal actions of managers. 

The approach of justice is appropriate for the legal 
system, because it is formed by rules and regulations. The 

ethical behavior of managers and experts is part of their 

respect for the people they work with (clients, employees, 

partners, etc.) and their interaction with objects in the 

social environment - institutions, government agencies and 

others (O. Ferrell, J. Fraedrich & A. Ferrel, 2014, pp. 126-

144; P. Parsons, 2008, pp. 47-48). Respect is part of the 

mutual trust and understanding, which are the basis of 

ethical decisions and altruistic actions of humans. In this 

respect, P. Parsons identifies three levels that form the 

structure of the ethical conduct of managers and experts: 
1. Demonstration of self-esteem to yourself - before 

we respect people, we must respect ourselves, which 

means we should built a stereotype of moral values 

and norms of behavior, to act properly (ethically) in 

one or another situation that is noticed by others. 

2. Demonstration of respect for others - once we 

have achieved a certain level of harmony in our ethical 

perceptions, we carried them (deliberately or not) to 

our relationship with the people with whom we 

communicate, i.e. if we have a good moral judgment 

about the situation (previous level), this reflects our 

work with others, and vice versa. 
3. Demonstration of professional respect – the 

ethical behavior would not make sense if it does not 

correspond with our professional relationships in the 

workplace, i.e. the people we work with (colleagues, 

collaborators, etc.). 

Managers and experts take ethical decisions in the work 

frame of four phases (P. Parsons, 2008, pp. 134-137): 

1) First phase. Collection and analysis of 

relevant necessary data. Depending on the nature of 

the problem data is generated and analyzed that will 

help managers and experts to diagnose the situation. 

The more information is generated, the more 

conclusions are made about the problem, i.e. about its 

ethical value. 
2) Second phase. Planning the desired 

objectives. They are formulated based on the ethical 

perceptions of managers and experts on what they 

wish to achieve, but often depend on the available 

options. When the options for ethical decision-making 

are set (defined objectives) then the benefits of their 

implementation can be defined. 

3) Third phase. Implementation/execution of 

the decision. Ethical decisions are different from those 

taken in the functional areas of the company, since 

they affect the moral side of the issue. These decisions 
have no direct impact on business performance 

because they are concentrated rather on the social and 

ethical impact than on the technology and marketing 

management process.  

4) Fourth phase. Evaluation of the results. 

Using a feedback the effect of the decision can be 

assessed, mainly from social and ethical point of view. 

If it does not meet the ethical requirements of 

managers and experts or does not meet the 

expectations of social groups to the company moves to 

the next options - useful for the situation or for the 

solution of the issue. 
Socially responsible behavior of the company in the 

democratic societies, the social responsibility of the 

company is applied because of the four circumstances (V. 

Stanev, 2013, p. 21):  

• the strength of customers and their right of choice in 

market conditions; 

• the role of the state in regulating the market relations; 

• the making of the public interest active; 

• the influence of public opinion on the business of the 

company. 

We can define 5 (five) dimensions of social 
responsibility of the company that are shown in Table 1 (A. 

Dahlsrud, 2006, pp. 1-13). Dahlsrud has analyzed 37 

working definitions of the essence of social responsibility 

and concludes that the social dimension and that of 

stakeholders are key to the company. Considering the 

environment (solving environmental problems), social 

responsibility is seen in four aspects (D. Chandler & W. 

Werther, 2013, pp. 65-76; R. Freeman, J. Pierce & R. 

Dodd, 1995): 

1. Legal aspect. The company adheres to the Legislature 

in terms of environmental protection. Production must 

comply with the mandatory environmental requirements 
and non-waste technologies. 

9
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2. Market aspect. The company must be informed about 

what the customer requirements and expectations for the 

production of green products are. It can do this because 

consumers are demanding it, not because thinking about 

environmental protection. 

3. Stakeholders’ approach. These are buyers of products 

and services of the company, local residents, interest 

groups, partners, shareholders and others. The organization 

must take into account the interests of stakeholders by 

offering high-quality green products, seek for alternatives 

for technological development, innovation platform for 

knowledge management, protecting the environment and 

bringing stable income to the owners of capital (R. 

Chobanova, 2012, pp. 10-19; M. Kirova, 2012; H. Siraski, 

2012).  

4. Activist approach. Active protection of the 

environment and lobbying firm to conduct "green 

campaign" for clean production and "green economy". 

 

TABLE 1. 

 
Basic dimensions Meaning Examples 

Environmental dimension Social environment of the 

company 

• relation with the environment 

• adaptation to the environment 

• keeping the environment 

Social dimension Business – community 

relationship 

• public development 

• improving the environment 

• integrating the business with 

social practices 

Economic dimension Social-economic or financial 

aspect describing the company 

social responsibility as a process of 
business operations 

• economic development 

• maximum profit 

• shareholders’ interests and  
company welfare 

Stockbrokers’ dimension Groups directly involved in the 

company activities and business 

• most adequate and optimal 

relation and behavior on behalf of 

the company to clients, providers, 

business partners  

Free action dimension Actions which are not in 

harmony with the company 

regulations and documents 

• from company’s point of view 

• based on ethical values 

• by systematic breaking of the 

regulatory system and norms 

 
Environmental security is an integral part of the socially 

responsible policy of the company, as a result of this policy 

the risk factors and circumstances regarding the 

environment are ignored (K. Enimanev, 2013; E. 

Albasheva et all, 2010, pp. 54-62; D. Krivoshein, 2000, pp. 

18-22; N. Nikolaykin et all, 2004, pp. 538-545; N. 

Naidenov, K. Enimanev, M. Kirova & D. Iordanova, 

2008).   

Under environmental safety we should understand 

preventing potentially real (actual) hazards arising from the 

environment, i.e. this is protection against environmental 
hazards. 

Subject to environmental risks are ecological systems 

and the source is anthropogenic interference with the 

natural environment and emergencies. With this possible 

risk, the potential hazards affecting anthropogenic 

environmental catastrophes and natural disasters. 

The mechanism for the prevention of regional ecological 

safety (RES) is a sequence of steps (stages) in the form of 

assessment and management in the following aspects (K. 

Enimanev, 2013; E. Albasheva et all, 2010, pp. 54-62; D. 

Krivoshein, 2000, pp. 18-22; N. Nikolaykin et all, 2004, 
pp. 538-545; N. Naidenov, K. Enimanev, M. Kirova & 

 D. Iordanova, 2008): 

First unit. Assessment of regional ecological safety. It 

contains quantitative indicators and benchmarks for 

prevention of regional ecological safety, assessment of 

adverse situations and their impact on the environment. 

These include: 

● Defining the adverse trends of the environment. At this 

stage we should determine the type and structure of the 

adverse events that influence the environment that directly 

or indirectly cause damage. 

● Assessment of adverse situations. Here, it is assessed 

the level of risk factors and circumstances arising in a 
region for a certain period of time. 

● Defining the structure and concept of the RES. The 

concept of environmental safety must be clear and 

accessible, it should be understood by those who will 

implement it. So they set targets, tasks and principles 

aimed at environment protection and ecological risk 

assessment is made. 

● Quantification (quality assessment) of RES. Different 

stages of the RES are valued according to the quantitative 

indicators (integrated assessment) that will be used for 

decision making. 
Second unit. Management of regional ecological safety 

(RES). It aims to evaluate the methods and mechanisms for 

securing the RES, practical implementation of the 
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management system in ecological protection and control of 

the results. These include: 

● Assessment of methods and mechanisms for securing 

the RES. At this stage, it is evaluated the opportunities for 

the application of methods and mechanisms to ensure RES. 

These are tools to limit the adverse anthropogenic impacts 

in the region, the methods for reducing the probability of 

risk and prevention of occurring in other regions. 

● Solution for practical implementation of the system for 

RES. The decision must be consistent with the objectives 

and strategy for RES and it should have positive effects on 
the system, i.e. it protects the environment from harmful 

influences. 

● Control of the results after the implementation of the 

system for RES. It applies during the work which affects 

the supervision of the environment, expert assessment of 

existing facilities, licensing, inspections of authorized 

bodies, etc. The environmental control is determined by the 

environmental legislation of the country concerned and 

implementation of regulations for environment protection 

guaranteeing regional environmental safety (RES). The 

implementation and execution of these activities is carried 
out by (K. Enimanev, 2013; E. Albasheva et all, 2010, pp. 

54-62; D. Krivoshein, 2000, pp. 18-22; N. Nikolaykin et 

all, 2004, pp. 538-545; N. Naidenov, K. Enimanev, M. 

Kirova & D. Iordanova, 2008): 

1. State environmental control.  

It is applied at the highest level, not by individual 

departments, so for protecting the environment can be 

engaged law enforcement - prosecutor`s office and court. 

Offenders (physical and legal entities) are sanctioned (if 

they are proved guilty) and are brought to justice. The 

control is carried out by state inspectors for environment 

protection that have the necessary rights to inspect sites, 
organizations and regulations to monitor if everything is in 

compliance with approved standards, etc. 

2. Production Ecological control.  

It is applied from the very companies and organizations 

that play the role of environmentalists when they produce 

safe products and protecting the environment and products 

that do not jeopardize human health. These companies and 

organizations are required to comply with environmental 

legislation and to design their production (I. Dakov & K. 

Enimanev, 2006) so that it meets the requirements and new 

trends in the field of ecology. Effective controlling (M. 
Temelkova, 2011, pp. 143-151) is a prerequisite for 

effective management in the field of environmental policy.  

3. Municipal environmental control.  

It is carried out by local authorities or organizations 

authorized by them. This requires better coordination 

between state and municipal authorities. 

4. Public environmental control.  

It is implemented by public organizations and non-profit 

organizations in accordance with their inner rules and 

regulations or by citizens. It helps verify the compliance 

with the requirements for environment protection and 

environmental legislation - from government agencies and 
enterprises to ordinary citizens. 

Monitoring is in fact close watch of the changes in the 

environment that occur as a result of natural and 

anthropogenic factors, as well as assessment and forecasts 

for upcoming changes in the biosphere or its elements. 

Eco-monitoring is the early stage of system safety and 

environmental monitoring of the environment.  

Monitoring the environment includes the following 

practical spheres (K. Enimanev, 2013; E. Albasheva et all, 

2010, pp. 54-62; D. Krivoshein, 2000, pp. 18-22; N. 

Nikolaykin et all, 2004, pp. 538-545; N. Naidenov, K. 

Enimanev, M. Kirova & D. Iordanova, 2008): 
- monitoring the environment and the factors that are 

influential 

- assessment of the actual state of the environment and 

its pollution; 

- forecasts of the situation of the environment and its 

possible pollution. 

The things that are monitored are atmosphere, 

precipitation, oceans, seas, underground water and parts of 

the earth areas where water is in solid form, including the 

ice in rivers, lakes, etc. (Cryosphere). 

According to the objects of observation we differ the 
following types of monitoring: atmospheric, air, water, soil, 

climate, vegetation, etc. Monitoring the environment, 

depending on factors for impact - in terms of chemical 

contamination and diverse natural and physical agents 

(electromagnetic radiation, solar radiation, noise vibration). 

Monitoring the environment, according to sources of 

pollution - monitoring of stationary sources (pipes) of 

mobile sources (transport) and spatial monitoring (areas 

with potential for contamination with chemicals - such as 

settlements cities, towns, villages). At the level of 

aggregation of information, monitoring of the environment 

is (K. Enimanev, 2013; E. Albasheva et all, 2010, pp. 54-
62; D. Krivoshein, 2000, pp. 18-22; N. Nikolaykin et all, 

2004, pp. 538-545; N. Naidenov, K. Enimanev, M. Kirova 

& D. Iordanova, 2008, Anguelov, 2008): 

• Global - tracking global processes and phenomena in 

the Earth's biosphere, including all environmental 

components and warning of occurrence of extreme 

situations in the environment. 

• Basic - tracking general trends in the biosphere, and 

above all, natural phenomena, without imposing regional 

anthropogenic influences. 

• National - the monitoring is carried out at national 
level, i.e. on the territory of the whole country. 

• Regional - monitoring of complex processes and 

phenomena in a region that is distinguished by its natural 

character or anthropogenic influence. 

• Local - monitoring of specific anthropogenic sources. 

• Impact/influential - monitoring of various regional and 

local anthropogenic impacts, especially in hazardous areas 

and locations. 

According to the methods of surveillance monitoring is 

divided into: 

• Chemical - active monitoring of the chemical 

composition of natural and anthropogenic processes in the 
atmosphere, precipitation, surface and underground water, 

soil, oceans and seas sediments, vegetation, etc. 
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• Physical - surveillance system tracking physical 

phenomena and processes in the environment (floods, 

earthquakes, volcanic activity, etc.). 

• Biological - monitoring, which is carried out using a 

variety of bio-indicators, i.e. such organisms, according to 

its presence, status and behavior changes in the 

environment are identified. 

• Eco-biochemical - monitoring that is based on the 

evaluation of two aspects affecting the environment, i.e. 

chemical and biological. 

• Distant - at its base is the aviation and aerospace, 
conducted by radiometric instrumentation that monitors the 

sites that are studies and explored; it reads and records 

experimental data. 

The complex ecological monitoring of the environment 

is a monitoring system, which evaluates the actual level of 

pollution and warns of critical situations that threaten 

human health and living organisms. This monitoring 

assesses the ecological conditions of the environment 

inhabited by human and biological objects (plants, animals, 

microorganisms etc.). Moreover, it evaluates the 

functionality of the ecosystem and it creates conditions for 
corrective measures in deviation from the permissible 

indicators in the environment. 

A comprehensive environmental monitoring provides:  

• allocation of sites for monitoring; 

• studying the object of observation; 

• obtaining updated information on the observed object; 

• planning criteria for measurement; 

• prediction of changes in the observed object. 

Through this integrated environmental monitoring, the 

goal is: 

1. To assess the indicators of the state of the ecosystem 

and the environment in which people live. 
2. To identify the reasons for changes in these indicators 

and pre implications for the environment, and if necessary 

to take precautions. 

3. To implement an early warning system that in 

technological change would disclose about upcoming 

problems and abnormal deviations in the environment (R. 

Chobanova 1997, p. 13).  

Without going into details about the technology of 

managing of the social responsibility of the company, it is 

important to note that a clear framework for its 

implementation at the corporate level is essential. This 
framework should integrate all dimensions of the 

organization (see. Table 1) In an integrated process 

(initiated by senior management and staff). This requires 

effective management of social responsibility, which 

consists of stages and sub-stages contributing to the success 

of the company in the social environment. Implementation 

and management of corporate social responsibility of the 

company can be represented by the following technology 

(P. Hohnen, 2007, p. 19 (pp. 22-84)): 

 

1. STAGE I. PLANNING 
A. Development of criteria for starting a program for 

managing the social responsibility of the company (SRC). 

Basic steps: 

● forming a management team for SRC; 

● choice of a working definition of SRC; 

● study the legislative framework; 

● review of corporate documentation, processes and 

activities; 

● evaluating and assessment of the internal potential and 

interested groups. 

B. Developing a strategy to start a program for managing 

the social responsibility of the company. 

Basic steps: 

● support from the Executive Director, senior 
management and employees authorized for this purpose; 

● benchmarking the social responsibility of other 

organizations; 

●evaluation and selection of appropriate instruments for 

the implementation of SRC; 

● drawing up an action plan for implementation of the 

SRC; 

● search of ideas for improving initiatives SRC; 

● decision on the scope and areas of deployment of 

SRC. 

2. Stage II. REALIZATION  
C. Determination of the scope of the program for 

management of the social responsibility of the company. 

Basic steps: 

● defining initiatives for the realization of SRC; 

● holding talks with key stakeholders; 

● designing of a working group on implementation of 

initiatives; 

● preparing the preliminary draft; 

● holding consultations with interested groups. 

D. Implementation of the program for management of 

the social responsibility of the company. 

Basic steps: 
● developing an integrated system for taking decisions 

on SRC; 

● preparation and implementation of a business plan for 

SRC; 

● determining realistic goals for SRC and performance 

measurement; 

● preparing and authorizing the people involved in the 

SRC; 

● organizing and conducting staff training for SRC; 

● establishing mechanisms to prevent behavioral 

problems; 
● designing of internal and external business 

communication plans; 

● public disclosure initiatives for SRC. 

 

3. Stage III. MONITORING 
E. Monitoring (monitoring and evaluation) of the 

program for management of the social responsibility of the 

company. 

Basic steps: 

● evaluating the effectiveness of SRC; 

● measure the degree of satisfaction of stakeholders and 

the groups interested in it 
● reporting on the current state of activity in SRC; 
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● making recommendations for improving the activity of 

SRC. 

The social responsibility of the organization is subject to 

continuous assessment so that managers and professionals 

could establish what effect its application may have. For 

this purpose, the following criteria are used (M. Schwartz, 

2011, pp. 79-86; A. Carroll, 1999, pp. 268-295):  

1. Criteria for economic responsibility. They are the 

foundation of every business organization that seeks to 

provide income by producing goods and services that have 

value for customers (I. Dakov, 2014). This business value 
is key to the development of the company because it 

provides the necessary resources to operate according to 

the market forces and mechanisms. The maximum profit is 

priority, it will satisfy the interests and goals of 

stakeholders and all people interested 

2. Criteria for legal liability. Society is a pillar of what 

happens to the activities of the organization, resulting in 

adjusted terms and limitations of business. To achieve legal 

profit, the company must adhere to the regulations and laws 

of the country where it will develop its activities, i.e. on 

local or international level. 
3. Criteria for ethical responsibility. The company must 

operate in a way that will be useful for itself and the 

consumers of goods and services. Senior management is 

required to create trust and responsibility among people in 

the organization and stakeholders, and that means honesty 

and integrity in action, rejecting unethical and corrupt 

practices. 

4. Criteria for philanthropic responsibility. The 

company takes the initiative to provide grants, providing 

resources that can help the groups in need in the society. 

Often, these actions do not bring economic benefit to the 

company, but can improve the image of the company in the 
society. Social Responsibility of Company (SRC) is applied 

by some standards for best practices and socially 

responsible management, such as the SA 8000 and ISO 

26000.The International SA 8000 standard is used for the 

protection of human rights in the workplace, and a 

certification is also made. SA 8000 standard covers the 

following components (Accountability Standard 8000. 

Social Accountability International, 2014): 

• a ban on child labor (up to 14 or 15 years of age); 

• a ban on forced labor; 

• safety conditions in the work environment; 
• freedom of association and collective bargaining and 

negotiating; 

• overcoming racism and discrimination at work; 

• prohibition of forced labor and physical abuse; 

• regulating the working day (working hours) and the 

regime of work and rest; 

• regulated payment of wages/salaries; 

• implementation of best practices and management 

systems. 

The content of the standard requires the following 

actions: 

• effective use of social responsibility (SR) in the 
organization; 

• active work to achieve trust among stakeholders; 

• ignoring the problems in the organization; 

• achieving better working conditions and motivated 

staff. 

By the international standard ISO 26000 current and 

updated guidance is given to the company to achieve 

sustainable development and socially responsible behavior. 

The guidelines standards are as follows (Bulgarian Institute 

for Standartization ISO 26000:2012):  

• management of the organization; 

• human rights; 

• labor practices and relations; 
• environment; 

• fair/Loyal practices of the organization; 

• questions related to consumers; 

• inclusion of the community and its development. 

The content of the standard includes: 

• guidance to social responsibility of all types of 

organizations, no matter of their size and type; 

• concepts, terms and definitions binder with the social 

responsibilities of the organization; 

• specifics of social responsibilities, according to the 

scope and sphere of action of the organization  
• principles and policies of the social responsibility of 

the organization; 

• socially responsible behavior in the structure of the 

organization and its supply chain, as well as the groups 

interested ; 

• diagnosis and involvement of all stakeholders and 

parties interested. 

• contribution to sustainable development and global 

prosperity (philanthropy and charity). 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 
Ethical and social responsibility aspects of management 

are an integral part of the company strategy for viable 
economic activity. They are particularly important for its 

ecological policy where necessary to comply with certain 

requirements for eco-safety areas and control the 

environmental activities and processes. Public 

environmental influence the company activities, such as 

monitoring and preventive measure. Socially responsibility 

behavior can not be realized without the necessary 

technology and design criteria for assessing effectiveness. 

As a result of the publication is achieve the following: 

- established the specifics of the ethical conduct of 

the company and making ethical decisions by managers for 
the development; 

- have highlighted the dimension of social 

responsibility of the company that are tied to environmental 

safety, technology and assessment for effectiveness. 
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Abstract: Leadership behavior of human resources is a 

process that is associated with the relationship between the 
leader and its followers. This required account leadership 
influence and style to be applied in the workplace. The 
purpose of the publication is to make parallel some 
interuniversity research, setting out the theoretical aspects 
and organizational views on leadership. They are hybrids 
because they affect various fragments and behavioral 
mechanisms used by leaders to influence staff.    

Index Terms: organization, leader, leadership behavior. 

JEL: M14 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Leadership behavior of human resources is especially 

critical problem in the theory and practice of modern 

management. This is due to several reasons, but advanced 
business trends and the need for effective impact on the 

work of people make leadership an attractive scientific and 

practical fields. Leadership is a specific process that affect 

the human activity in the different manner, as opposed to 

“technological” management. Managerial activity is about 

solutions and control systems and processes in the 

company, including management of people, while 

leadership is entirely oriented towards the activities of 

human resources. Leadership have two distinctive features: 

The first is related to the conscious influence of the leader 

on the behavior and efficiency of the people, while the 

second concerns the qualities of the leader who usually 
inherent and not subject to imitation.  

So leadership behavior is crucial for organization 

because its helps people to be motivated, to have creative 

thinking, be creative and proactive in the workplace. 

 

II. RESEARCH DONE BY THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA 

 
In the 30s of the 20th century at the University of Iowa, 

K. Lewin and his team (R. Lippitt and R. White) (K. Levin, 

R. Lippitt & R. White, 1939, pp. 271-301) designed three 

styles of leadership - authoritarian, democratic and one of 

free management ("Laissez- faire"). The publication of 

Lewin and Lippitt (K. Levin & R. Lippitt, 1938, pp. 292-

300) marks the beginning of a new stage to study the 

behavior of the human factor in the group and the 

application of different leadership styles. 

 

 
1.Ivaylo Stoyanov is a Ph.D.at Management Department of D. 

A. Tzenov” of Economics – Svishtov, Bulgaria 

The characteristic features of them are as follows (P. 

Northouse, 2014, pp. 83-103; R. Lussier & C. Achua, 2012, 

pp. 76-80; B. Bass & R. Stogdill, 1990, pp. 760-803; K. 

Anguelov, 2010, pp. 62-63): 

1. Authoritarian style of leadership. In this style the 

leader is an authoritarian leader who autonomously makes 

decisions and influences the behavior of the group. The 

power that he has authorizes him to dispose and control the 

resources as well as the work of the people. The 

instructions are transmitted by directives, without being 
grounded, reasoned or explained. The leader defines the 

purpose and objectives of the group and requires its 

performance and completion. People lack motivation and 

initiative in their work, they depends on the leader and 

there is no feedback from him. This activity prevents them 

from taking an active participation in the management 

process. 

2. Democratic style of leadership. In the democratic 

style, the leader provides more freedom to his staff. 

Decisions (M. Kuznamonova & M. Alexandrova-

Bosnakova, 2013; M. Stankova, 2008; M. Filipova, 2008) 
are taken by the leader, after discussions with the group 

members. People can take full regard to the issue and offer 

ideas to solve it. The people feel committed to the 

organization and assist their leader. There is motivation and 

satisfaction with work that reflects the activity of the group. 

3. Leadership style of free management („Laissez-

faire"). This is a specific style in which the leader does not 

perform the typical tasks. There is lack of influence on the 

behavior of the group. The leader (where applicable and as 

far as he can be called a leader) does not participate 

actively in the implementation of the objectives. He does 

not give guidance to the members of the group and make a 
decision when asked for advice or assistance. The 

presumption here is that people will feel satisfaction from 

work and will be responsible for their personal and 

organizational goals. However, they may have difficulty in 

the work which may reflect on their behavior. This means 

that they have to deal with problems or tasks alone. 

Comparison between the three styles of leadership is 

presented in Table 1. They are characterized by the 

following features (L. Marquis & C. Huston, 2014, pp. 35-

46; H. Koontz & S. Donnell, 1968, p. 417; L. Alford, 1968, 

p. 112; R. White & R. Lippitt, 1968, p. 319): 

The authoritarian style of the leader increases the 

productivity of the group and establish discipline of each 

member of it. Through fear of sanctions and penalties, 

people help the leader to accomplish the tasks. The exact 

instructions and a strict compliance are prerequisites that 

the work will be completed in accordance with the 
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directives of the leader. So there are fewer deviations from 

targets and their corresponding priorities. 

 

 

TABLE 1 

 

Authoritarian style of 
leadership 

Democratic style of leadership Leadership style of free 
management („Laissez-faire"). 

• Decisions are taken by the  

leader 

• The leader decides the rules 

and regulations under which  

the work will be performed 

• The leader allocates the 

work to each member of the 

group, the tasks and the 

expected results. 
• The leader has no direct 

contacts and feedbacks from 

the members of the group 

• The leader’s behavior is close 

to the “X” theory. 

• Decisions are taken after 

discussions, stimulated by the 

leader 
• The leader focuses on the more 

important aims of the group and 

expects a solution to the issue. 

• When there is a difficult issue 

the leader requires alternative 

solutions and then he chooses the 

most appropriate/suitable one. 

• People choose themselves their 

partners at work and the way they 

perform the tasks. 

• The leader can be objective or 
subjective in his assessment, but he 

does not have great influence in the 

work of the people. 

• The leader’s behavior is a 

combination of the “X” and “Y” 

theory. 

• Decisions are taken within the 

group with minimal interference on 

behalf of the leader 

• The leader authorizes the 

power to the members of the group 

for making decisions. 

• The leader provides the 

necessary information to the group, 

but does not take active part when 
the issue is discussed or analyzed. 

• The leader’s behavior is close 

to the “Y” theory. 

 

 
Control is at high level, which is a prerequisite for 

diagnosing errors in the work and its procedures. The 

behavior of the staff is readily predictable because they are 

dependent on the decisions of the leader. The process is 

more complicated when there is a behavioral asymmetry in 
the actions of the group members and inconsistencies of 

decisions with the objectives (K. Kamenov, 2012, pp. 7-

20). Therefore, it must be taken into account the behavior 

of projective personality (K. Kamenov, 2007, pp. 12-20). 

The negative effects of the authoritarian style of 

leadership are at the expense of the group. The leader does 

not share power with the people, he discourages them and 

imposes someone else’s ideas. The reasons are related to 

his fear to share the power. So he did not delegate rights to 

staff to take independent decisions. This alienates them 

from the goals of the organization and the work is carried 

out monotonously, without the necessary zeal. The 
decisions made by the leader are routine and they do not 

involve the group members in the process of management. 

The leader often criticizes the staff- something that 

destabilizes their behavior - there are mental disorders and 

low motivation to work. The award is determined by 

various criteria based not on personal accomplishments, but 

on loyalty and obedience. Strict control, the lack of 

personnel initiatives and arrogance of the leader are factors 

for low satisfaction labor and despair of the group 

members. 

In the democratic style the important things are 

professional cooperation and trust between the leader and 

the group. There is complementarity in the work, which 

creates a good social climate and motivation to work. The 

leader believes that staff will take a rational solution to the 
situation. Even if it does not have the necessary 

information, he relies on the competence and responsibility 

of the members of the group. This does not mean that he is 

not a part of the decision the discussion, on the contrary – 

he is responsible for it. The aim is to stimulate the creative 

potential of the people. 

The leader gives more freedom to the staff so that they 

can fully participate in the management process. The leader 

aims at being an influential factor for them so as to get 

constructive ideas. Based on the proposals, he evaluates 

which ones are appropriate for the situation. This can 

increase the efficiency of the decision and accurately to 
achieve the objectives. The presence of personnel 

motivation leads to higher productivity at work, which is 

not monotonous. The tasks are varied and are not fixed. 

There is an opportunity for professional development of the 

staff and it is evidenced by their quality and intelligence. 

Limited are the interpersonal conflicts, there is no 

excessive distance between the leader and to possibly 

taking illegal actions. Both sides are satisfied with the work 

done - the leader and the group members. This affects their 

social status, which stands at a good level. 
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Democratic style cannot be applied in organizations in 

which group members are indifferent to purposes. In such a 

situation, the leader cannot influence in a democratic way 

the people's behavior. Another aspect of the activity is 

time, which can be a problem when selecting a solution. 

The leader must spend time for campaigning and ensuring 

the staff. The latter may not participate in the discussions 

because they do not perceive his behavior. 

The members of the group have a negative impact on the 

making a decision (making a choice) by manipulating the 

actions of the leader. This can result in disagreement 
between the leader and the group. Conflicts are possible 

that may endanger the set goals. One should not 

underestimated the interpersonal relationships (striving for 

manifestation) that can aggravate the social processes in the 

organization. 

In the style of free government, leaders abdicated from 

their duties and transfers the rights to the members of the 

group. Delegating them authority, he authorizes them to 

make management decisions at the level of their 

competence. The lack of real control and freedom of action 

of the staff leads to their motivation. 
The great freedom that people feel allows creativity and 

improvisation. There is trust and evaluation of the quality 

of the staff. The leader can spend more time on core 

functions - goal setting and organization. His duties to the 

management of operational processes are reduced and the 

activities on the control are limited. 

The style of free management is debatable and 

controversial. Its ideology does not require the leader to 

constantly interfere in the work of staff. He establishes/sets 

the final results of the group where the effect may be 

different than expected. The coordination between the 

leader and the group is weak. The process is due to reasons 
that are relevant to the work and values of the people. They 

can make decisions that do not coincide with the moral and 

legal norms of behavior of individuals and groups (J. 

Kouzez & B. Posner, 2012, pp. 43-70; K. Kamenov, 2011, 

pp. 106-117). People from the staff are different in their 

nature and they have their own ideas about their own 

professional values and contribution. In the lack of 

initiatives, there are possible stressful situations, which 

may occur after the delegation of rights. The literature has 

adopted the perception that there is no leadership style that 

is totally effective or ineffective. This will depend on the 
situation and the approach (behavior) of the leader of the 

group. Researching on the subject, White and Lippitt 

identify the following trends (R. Hughes, R. Ginnett & G. 

Curphy, 2015, pp. 332-360; J. Albert, 2014, pp. 48-57; B. 

Tracy, 2013, pp. 34-45; R. White & R. Lippitt, 1968, pp. 

326-334): 

1. Quality of work 

The authoritarian style of leadership is a prerequisite for 

high performance work and quality of work. In the other 

two styles, they are at a low level, especially in the style of 

free government. 

2. Motivation of labor activity 
The three styles of leadership motivate people in a way 

that corresponds to their perceptions. This will depend on 

their psychological attitude and the type of situation. For 

authoritarian leaders motivation is determined by power 

and oppression, and for the people the important thing is 

the regulation of tasks. For democratic leaders motivation 

depends on respect, self-esteem and their social contacts. 

For the staff, it is related to their participation in the 

governance process and recognition of the leader. For the 

leaders of the free management motivation is determined 

by the lack of commitment, and for the staff it is defined of 

their independence. 

3. Efficiency of employment 
There is greater efficiency in democratic style, against 

the authoritarian style of leadership. The smallest 

efficiency is observed in the leadership style of free 

government. 

4. Satisfaction of staff from employment 

Greater job satisfaction people experience in democratic 

and liberal style of leadership. There is discontent is in the 

style of authoritarian leadership. The experiment conducted 

by White and Lippitt showed that nineteen out of twenty 

members of the group prefer democratic, against the 

authoritarian leader. The groups with the democratic 
leadership are more friendly and united, rather than 

authoritarian ones. For the latter aggression and frustration 

of staff is something typical. Free behavior is typical of the 

liberal and democratic style and it is insignificant for the 

authoritarian style. Research by White and Lippitt show 

that leadership styles are specific and individual to each 

situation. They affect differently the members of the group 

who are motivated or affected by the circumstances. It 

should not be forgotten that the experiments are abstract 

because they are conducted mostly in an artificial (habitat) 

environment. The main features of the three leadership 

styles can be represented as follows (Table 2) (Adapt. by P. 
Northouse, 2014, pp. 83-103; M. Hackman & C. Johnson, 

2013, pp. 40-67; D. Warrick, 1981, pp. 155-172): 

Regarding the effects of the leadership styles it must be 

concluded that the authoritarian one creates high efficiency 

of work, but it will also depend on the situation. In the 

globalization of business, authoritarian style of leadership 

is limited. Unlike in the past, values today require new 

(flexible) approach to influence people's behavior - based 

on the ethical perceptions and welfare of individuals. We 

must look for a balance between decisions that depend on 

the leader and those that may be taken by the group. 
The democratic style of leadership is different from the 

authoritarian and finds wide application in modern 

management. It is different from the authoritarian in that 

the leader engages staff in the management process by 

giving them rights to decision making. The leader uses 

strategies that motivate people to work. 

There is a lot of information that is available to members 

of the group. They can make suggestions and receive such 

by the leader. This symbiosis of mutual cooperation and 

this mutual aid is a determining factor for the effectiveness 

of work and motivation to work. 

A prerequisite for this is the design and development of 
multidisciplinary teams (M. Lambovska, 2014, pp. 7-62; K. 

Angelov, 2004, pp. 58-59, 92-94). 
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The liberal leadership style is different from the previous 

two, as applied in a wide range. The leader defines the 

purpose and objectives of the group then withdraws from 

the routine decisions. 

He delegates rights for making decisions to their lowest 

possible level in the organizational structure. 

The minimum support to group is a sign that the leader 

does not participate actively in the management process. 

He takes actions when there is a problem or his routine and 

knowledge is important (for complex solutions, case 

studies and so on.). In other situations, personnel are 

responsible for their actions. As the authoritarian, this style 

is less applicable in the modern management as it is a form 

of the extremes. 

 

 

 
TABLE 2 

 
Main characteristics Authoritarian style of 

leadership 
Democratic style of 

leadership 
Leadership style of    
free management  
(„Laissez-faire") 

Leader’s attitude to 
staff 

Staff is not initiative, 
no responsibility is taken 

by the staff, staff should 

be controlled 

Staff is initiative, 
responsible, but should 

be guided  

Staff is initiative, 
responsible, staff should 

not be controlled or 

guided 

Staff attitude to leader The Leader has power 

and influence over the 

staff 

The leader enables and 

helps the staff  

The leader authorizes 

the staff to make 

decisions  

Organizational 

structure 

Centralized , with clear 

rules and procedures 

Decentralized and 

flexible  

Adaptive  

(according to the 

situation) 

Approach for the work individualism Team work Self-control and 

management 

Approach for the issue Focus on the staff, not 

on the issue 

Focus on the issue, not 

on the staff 

Weak focus to the 

issue and the staff 

Communication One-way, formal Two-way, informal Lacks or is only 

superficial 

Awards and incentives Staff is awarded for 

loyalty and punished for 
mistakes 

Staff is awarded for 

good work and punished 
(not as a rule, but as an 

exception) 

Usually no awards and 

punishments are given 

 
Now it is difficult to delegate the rights to individuals to 

manage organizational processes, with limited intervention 

on behalf of the leader. 

 

III. RESEARCH OF THE UNIVERSITY OF OHIO 
 

During the 40s and 50s of the 20th century at Ohio State 

University scholars conducted experimental research in the 

field of leadership. On the subject, researchers as E. 

Fleishman, R. Stogdill, A. Halpin, C. Schartle B. Winer, J. 

Hemphill, A. Coons and others are working. They form the 
basis of new understandings for the behavior of leaders in 

different situations (in working environment). The aim of 

the experiment in Ohio is to establish the behavior of 

leaders to subordinates. Different questions have been 

developed, they have been divided into sections. They are 

known as Leadership Behavior Description Questionnaire - 

LBDQ (A. Halpin & J. Winer, 1955). As a result of 

research the University of Ohio they have established two 

dimensions of leadership behavior. The first focuses on the 

role of the leader to the followers and actions of the latter 

to the behavior of the leader (D. Schedlitzki & G. Edwards, 

2014, pp. 100-119; B. Kellerman, 2008, pp. 231-236; J. 

Ivanchevich, M. Olekans & M. Matteson, 1993, p. 105). 

They affect the professional relationship between them. 

The accents are placed on initiatives for implementation of 

the goals in formal organizations, the way information 
“flows” between participants in the governance process and 

approaches to perform the job. The leader creates the so-

called “Foundation of professional relations”. The same 

acts as the basis for the establishment and evaluating the 

behavior between the leader and staff - focus on the tasks 

or free management. The second dimension covers issues 

related to human relationships between the leader and 

followers - trust, respect, support, etc. (R. Elkins, 2015, pp. 

26-54, 153-184; J. Ivanchevich, M. Olekans & M. 

Matteson, 1993, p. 105). Thus it is created the so-called 

“Foundation of personal relationships”. People need to 
interact not only professionally, but to build a structure 

with an informal nature. It is based on the welfare attitude 

of the leader to the followers and their loyalty to him. 

There are four styles of behavior of the leader and his 

relationship with staff. They are located in four quadrants, 

a combination of professional and human relations. In a 

structural and meaningful aspect, they have the following 
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meaning (R. Anderson & W. Adams, 2015, pp. 87-99; A. 

DuBrin, 2014, pp. 106-131; R. Stogdill, O. Goode & D. 

Day, 1962, pp. 259-269; R. Stogdill & C. Schartle, 1955): 

1. Low level of human relations - a low level of 

professional relationships. This is the least efficient style of 

behavior of the leader, which is determined by his 

inadequate reaction to the staff. There is a group chaos and 

disorientation at work. This activity depends on the lack of 

competence and low tolerance between the two sides in the 

communication process. Without the presence of 

professional competence and human relations we can 
expect a rift or disruption in relations and low productivity. 

2. High level of human relations - a low level of 

professional relationships. In this situation, the behavior of 

the leader can be described as ineffective, although his 

attitude towards staff is positive. The benevolent attitude of 

the leader cannot compensate for the lack of professional 

competencies that are the basis for developing 

organizations. There are human, at the expense of 

professional, relationships. 

3. High level of human relations – high level of 

professional relationship. This is the most favorable variant 
behavior of the leader to the followers. He holds 

professional skills and the personnel has initiatives for 

implementation of the action. There is satisfaction of labor 

and high productivity. 

4. Low level of human relations - highly professional 

relationship. In this situation, the leader is competent for 

execution of the operation, but his attitude to staff is low. 

This is due to more technical relations between them and 

the strict distance. There is a high performance and 

productivity, but it is at the expense of human relations. 

The work of the staff is monotonous. There is order and 

strict control of operations. 
Research at Ohio State University has left a lasting 

impression in the development of the theory of leadership 

behavior. There are situations possible that have different 

degrees of variation and the behavior of the leader is 

defined by his professional training and attitude towards 

staff. 

 

IV. STUDIES AND RESEARCH OF THE UNIVERSITY 

OF MICHIGAN 
 

The University of Michigan also develops a program to 

analyze and evaluate the dimensions that determine the 

effect of leadership behavior. From the late 40s to the 60s 
of 20th century researchers like R. Likert, D. Katz, R. 

Kahn, N. Maccoby, N. Morse, G. Gurin, L. Floor and 

others worked on the subject. 

The basic ideology of researchers from the University of 

Michigan is that leadership behavior depends on various 

circumstances that are relevant to increasing productivity 

(orientation towards work) and the group activity (human 

relations). They are similar to those established at the 

University of Ohio, with the difference that Likert (R. 

Likert, 1961) added later to them a third dimension – the 

so-called “partner leadership or co-leadership”. It is 

distinguished by the degree of orientation to human 

relations. The studies of the University of Michigan focus 

on the effectiveness of leadership behavior defined by two 

contrasting styles – to the tasks and to the personal 

relationships. They are differentiated by the so-called 

“Scale to measure their impact” (degree of orientation), 

which may be at high and low levels of efficiency, with the 

following conclusions (D. Stanzma, 2014, pp. 34-38; A. 

Martin, 2013, pp. 136-148; S. Gollerman, 1963): 

First, the orientation to the work requires leadership 

behavior that is formed by formal rules and procedures in 

the organization. The leader has to oversee and supervise 
his subordinates whose work must be carried out according 

to the instructions and objectives. Means are power, 

incentives and sanctions, as people work only for personal 

gain. 

Second, orientation to human relations- it is related to 

the behavior of the leader, focused on personal potential of 

the staff. This means to build an atmosphere of friendship 

and mutual assistance and respect in the process of carrying 

out all the activities. The leader relies on the confidence 

and trust of the people, their initiative and self-

improvement. Freedom in the work of the staff is 
stimulated. 

The research conducted at the University of Michigan 

found that greater efficiency is achieved when the behavior 

of the leader is balanced between human relations and 

productivity (tasks). 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 
Leadership is primary a process of personal influence by 

leader about the actions of followers. Good leaders must 

have innate traits by which affect the performance and 

behavior of staff in order to achieve effective results. 

Leadership covers a wide range of behavioral methods, 

defining the relationship of the leader to the people who 
depend on the specific situation. Leaders are generators of 

ideas, provoke the followers to work hard and achieve 

personal and organizational effectiveness. As a result of the 

publication is achieved the following: 

 have established leadership styles and 

their impact on the behavior of followers; 

 discussing the dimension of leadership 
behavior, related tasks and human relations to 

the organization.      
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Abstract: Each Member-State of the European Union has 
clearly developed national system for management European 
Funds. This system is built according to the EU Regulations 
and reflects national characteristics and specifics. 
Communication management, as part of the whole process of 
EU funds management, is again under subordination of the 
national management system, but has its own main goals and 
different techniques to achieve. 

Republic of Bulgaria is now on his second programming 
period. Logically, the communication policy and connected 
strategic documents and implementation tactics have to be 
changed, according to the identified needs of different target 
groups on one side, and to the results that have to be achieved 
during the period, on the other. This paper presents 
comparative analysis of the effectiveness in communication 
management of EU programmes in Bulgaria in the first 
programming period (2007-2013) and current period (2014-
2020).  

Index terms: Communication Management, Communication 
Policy, EU Programmes, EU Regulation, Programming 
period, Member-State 

JEL: F02 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Effective management of EU programmes and funds on 

national level is a main responsibility for each member-

state. To build an effective management system, national 

authorities have to developed national legislation that 

corresponded to the European Regulation for this 

programming period. For Republic of Bulgaria current 

period 2014-2020 is the second programming period as a 

member-state of the European Union. Our country already 
has experience in management EU funds and programmes, 

e.g. in their communication and publicity aspects. The new 

organization of system should be based on the deep  

analysis on the previous programming period, main 

conclusions and lessons learnt.  

Communication management of EU programmes and 

funds in Bulgaria is just one of the important parameters of 

the national management system of EU programmes and 

funds that need to be subjected to analysis in order to 

propose an effective techniques and measures. 

 

1 Miglena Angelova is with the Faculty of Administration and 

Management, University of National and World Economy, Sofia, 

Bulgaria 

II. NATIONAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF EU 

PROGRAMMES AND FUNDS 
 

Management EU programmes and funds has become a 
fundamental policy on national level, one of the priority 

investment policy, especially for developed economy (such 

as Bulgarian is). In the previous programming period, 

European Commission has adopted 7 Bulgarian 

programmes, funded by Structural and Cohesion funds and 

2 programmes, funded by European Agriculture fund for 

Rural Development and European Maritime and Fisheries 

fund. In this paper due to the limits of European legislation 

(there are different Regulations for Structural and Cohesion 

funds and the other two funds, which programmes are 

managed by national authorities) and as a results of this - 

the specifics of implementation, monitoring and reporting, 
we will focus only on the programmes funded by Structural 

and Cohesion funds.  

Each programme has developed Communication Plan for 

7 years implementation (with appropriate budget), that 

according to the EU Regulation 1828/2006 (http://eur-

lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A02006R1828-

20111201) should be presented to and adopted by the 

European Commission in concrete period after the final 

approval of the programme. National Strategic Reference 

Framework (http://archive.eufunds.bg/en/page/66) of the 

Republic of Bulgaria as a basic document for 2007-2013 

programming period has Communication Strategy that 

cover measures for all operational programmes and 

separate budget for additional activities to support 

Managing Authorities. 

In summary - in the period 2007-2013 only for 
communication of EU programmes Bulgaria has on 

national level 8 strategic documents, 8 budgets for 

communication and publicity measures, 8 different 

authorities responsible for their implementation. Depth 

study of all documents reveals many weaknesses and only 

part of them we could refer and explain with the lack of 

enough experience during the preparation of documents 

with similar character. 

We can underline several important strengths from all 

communication plans for the programming period 2007-

2013: 

1. Similar planning activities such as:  
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- Obligatory measures for information and publicity, 

according to Regulation 1828/2006 - organizing different 

informational campaign for potential beneficiaries; 

minimum one major event a year presenting the progress of 

implementation of the programme; campaign for general 

public, measures for visual identity etc. 

- Extra measures for information and publicity, planning 

by all managing authorities: development and maintaining 

of an internet site of the programme; measures for media 

monitoring, sociology surveys, trainings for beneficiaries 

etc.  
2. Clear identification of all target groups of the 

programmes. Regardless the specifics of each programme, 

we can focus on the several important targets for the needs 

of Communication plan: potential beneficiaries, present 

beneficiaries, media representatives, general public, 

relevant NGOs in the same economy sector as the 

programme is.  

3. Administrative capacity, responsible for 

implementation of the Communication plan – each 

Managing Authority has a publicity expert (or experts). As 

a general practice in Bulgaria we can resume that each 
Managing Authority has minimum one responsible person 

and his deputy expert.  

4. Specific budget from the Priority axis Technical 

Assistance, planned for the implementation of 

Communication Plan. 

5. Measures for monitoring the results of the 

implementation of Communication plan.  

On the other hand, we can point out some of the major 

weaknesses of the Communication plans 2007-2013: 

1. Illogical budgeting – it is normal programmes with 

more beneficiaries and potential beneficiaries to have more 

budget for publicity. But the practice shows that 
infrastructural programmes which have limited number of 

beneficiaries have biggest budget (for instance the planning 

budget of OP “Transport” 2007-2013 is 12 million euro 

and this programme has only 5 beneficiaries; the planning 

budget for communication of OP “Environment” 2007-

2013 is approximately 11,200 million euro with 225 

beneficiaries. On the other hand, the two programmes with 

various type of beneficieries – for business and NGOs, 

have lower planning financial resources - the starting 

budget for communication and publicity of OP “Human 

resource development” is 8 million euro for 3906 
beneficiaries, and OP “Development competitiveness of the 

Bulgarian economy” – approximately 5,8 million euro with 

2552 beneficiaries).  

2. Overlapping of activities resulting on ineffectiveness 

of the financial and administrative resources.   

3. Varieties of strategic and implementation documents 

on the communication and publicity measures that reflect 

to the confusing of potential and present beneficiaries due 

to the different Managing Authority requirements for 

implementation information and publicity measures that 

beneficiary is obliged to execute.  

4. Lack of coordination between all documents - 
according to the National Communication strategy of the 

National Strategic Reference Framework, National 

Coordination Unit will develop network of 27 District 

Information Points to support on local level Managing 

Authorities. But in many Communication Plans of 

Managing Authorities there are no planning activities with 

this network.  

5. Low level of involvement different strategic partners – 

such as Europe Direct Information Centers, academic and 

scientific society etc. 

Despite above mentioned weaknesses in the field of 

communication and publicity Republic of Bulgaria as a 

new member state of the European Union has engaged not 
only with the implementation of the Regulation 

requirements, but with extra activities on transparency. One 

of the major achievements on this point is the public profile 

of the Unified Management Information System for the EU 

Structural Instruments in Bulgaria.  

For the effectiveness of the Management Structure of 

Communication and Publicity 2007-2013, presented at 

figure 1, we can understand from the relations and degree 

of interaction between different management levels. In the 

Central Coordination Unit, in Central Information Office 

there is one person, called “national communication 
officer”, directly responsible to the European Commission 

in the field of communication and publicity. The role of 

this person is to be “one stop shop” between European 

Commission and Bulgaria as a member-state for 

information and publicity. This person has to be up-dating 

with information on every day base and involved in all 

information and communication activities to fulfill 

requirements of the Commission. On the other hand, 

Bulgarian National communication officer is in the Central 

Information Office, that focus on the Managing Authorities 

of the programmes and has no comprehensive view 

especially when the activities of 27 District Information 
Points are concerned.  

Another important thing regarding the Management 

System of communication is that the units managed by 

Central Information Office and Central Information and 

Coordination office have no direct relation and their 

communication has to be mediated. Thus creates an 

impression that the two central offices within the Council 

of Ministers Administration actually work in parallel rather 

than together. On the implementation point of view this 

model should create more problems and burdens than it 

facilitate the everyday work, having in mind that 
communication is one of the fast increased activities.   
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Fig.1. Management Structure of Communication and Publicity 2007-2013 

 

Despite abovementioned, results from Eurobarometer 

survey (conducted in 2013) about the effects on the 

implementation of communication and publicity measures 

show that Bulgaria is on the first position in achieved 

progress in awareness of EU programmes and funds among 

all EU-28 member states 

(http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/flash/fl_384_en.pdf).  

Fact sheet for Bulgaria of this survey clearly shows that 

the most preferable communication channel for information 

about EU policy, programmes and funds for Bulgarians is 

television, followed by newspapers. 

Having this in mind it is not surprise that the biggest part 

of the financial implementation (Table I) of 

Communication Plans during the period 2007-2013 is 

concentrated through payments for contracts with different  

 

electronic media (radio and TV channels).  

Financial implementation of the communication plans of 

programmess for the period 2007-2013 shows that a 

significant part of the funds (nearly 50%) of each 

programme is spent on contracts with electronic media as 

an exception from the scope of the Bulgarian Public 

Procurement Law (http://lex.bg/laws/ldoc/2135482815 art. 

4 p. 2). The only exception to this conclusion is 

implementation of Communication plan of Operational 

Programme “Technical Assistance”, where main resource 

(83%) from the Communication Plan was spent for 

building, establishment and support functioning of a 

network of 28 information centers for the promotion of EU 

Cohesion Policy in Bulgaria. 
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Fig. 2. Citizens` awareness and perceptions of EU Regional policy, Eurobarometer report 2013 

(Source: Eurobarometer Survey,2013 p.14) 
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TABLE 1 

FINANCIAL IMPLEMENTATION OF COMMUNICATION PLANS OF OPERATIONAL PROGRAMMES FOR THE PERIOD 2007-2013, IN 

EURO
 

(Data are collected by the author on the base of official information, published in the www.eufunds.bg  ) 

 

Operational programme
Payments only for electronic 

media 
Payments for other information 
and communication activities 

Total payments 
Financial implementation of 

Communication Plan 
Percent Correlation 

OP Development of the 

competitiveness of the 

Bulgarian Economy 

2007-2013

2 974 256, 65 2 836 446, 81 5 810 703, 46 51,18%/48,81%

OP Human Resource 

Development 2007-2013
4953746,93 4 638 626,07 9592373 50%/50%

OP Administrative capacity 

2007-2013
718 544,41 999 079,59 1717624 41,2%/58,8%

OP Technical Assistance 2007-

2013
1099286 4 642 064,00 5 741 350,00 16,7%/83,3%

OP Environment 2007-2013 9308226,13 2 745 019,44 12053245,57 75%/25%

OP Transport 2007-2013 4 077 805 4 064 822,75 8 142 627,75 50%/50%

OP Regional Development 

2007-2013
3472068,5 3 826 254,50 7298323 42,9%/57,1%

 

Key conclusions that can be made in terms of 

communication plan`s financial implementation of the of 

the programmes 2007-2013 are: 

 

- This is for the Republic of Bulgaria the first 

programming period as a Member State of the European  

Union. This greater focus on the Communication Plans 

implementation through contracts with electronic media 

can be explained with the main goal for widely 

popularization of EU programmes in Bulgaria and new 

possibilities for investment in implementation Regional 

Policy of EU in the country that potential beneficiaries 

can use. A number of sociological studies, including the 

European Commission (Eurobarometer) show that  

 

Bulgarians are informed mainly by electronic media 

(television is the most preferred communication channel). 

The result of this activity we can see on the significant 

progress (18+) that general public in Bulgaria presents in 

the level of awareness of EU Regional Policy and 

Programmes in Bulgaria. This result is also the best 

progress made among all 28 member states of EU.  

- The broadly usage of television and radio as the most 

represented communication channels among the general 

public is a prerequisite and basis for further 

communication activities in order to achieve specific 

objectives including more detailed targeting and specific 

communication activities based on their concrete needs. 
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- On the base of data from the Eurobarometer survey 

we can conclude that the main goal of Communication 

Plan of the National Strategic Reference Framework is 

achieved – 62% from Bulgarians claim that they have 

heard about EU regional policy and any projects with 

financial support of EU. This result should be used for 

integrated communication campaign that gives people in 

depth information in order to achieve on the second level 

not only awareness, but knowledge, confidence and 

support. In case that Managing Authorities of 

Programmes decided to continue on the same way – with 

separate contracts with electronic media (without 

connection as information campaign for instance) that 

doesn’t give target groups specific information they need. 

One of the most unpleasant consequences from this 

would be loss of interest from the potential beneficiaries 

and general public as well for the EU subject.  

In brief summary of abovementioned, Managing 

Authorities during 2014-2020 programming period 

should be focused on the several key points in order to 

develop and expand their communication policy and 

goals: 

1. More precise identifying the specific target groups 

of programme and sub-groups; 

2. Annually planning of concrete communication 

activities for each target groups that combine in one 

specific information needs of target on one hand, and on 

the other – execution of Regulation requirements for 

Managing Authorities.  

3. Focusing on priority on the integrated information 

campaign than on the individual contracts with different 

media. This will provide Managing Authorities with the 

opportunities to release periodically targeting messages 

to the right audience and effectiveness of all 

communication activities through different 

communication channels because they will be 

subordinated on one specific main communication goal. 

4. Use of potential of social media. In the previous 

programming period only a few programmes have profile 

or site in social media. Operational Programme 

“Transport” has profile in YouTube, Operational 

Programme “Human Resource Development” and OP 

“Environment” have profiles in Facebook. Central 

Information Unit that supports Single Information Web 

Portal (www.eufunds.bg) has developed its profile in 

Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. But the main 

impression from the presence of all programmes (i.g. and 

the Single Information Portal) in the field of social media 

is that all authorities prefer just to “copy” information 

from the web site to the social media, without adapting 

information for the specific social media audience. 

Furthermore – none of the authorities doesn’t develop on 

the passable level interaction activities through social 

media. General conclusion for the social media is that the 

main force of this media – users generated content and 

on-line interactions are not explored and used in 

satisfactory level.  

III. SITUATION DURING 2014-2020 

PROGRAMMING PERIOD  
 

On strategic documents based level this programming 

period Bulgaria started much better. We have now one 

common strategic document (instead of 8) in the field of 

information and communication measures. National 

Communication Strategy 2014-2020 

(https://www.eufunds.bg/en/programming-period-2014-

2020/operational-programmes-2014-2020/national-

communication-strategy-2014-2020) describes Bulgarian 

system for management communication policy of EU 

funds and programmes in country.  

This document has a number of advantages some of 

them are attempt to overcome weaknesses in 

implementation Communication Plans in the previous 

programming period: 

1. Clear identified goals and connection between 

achieved results and goals.  

2. Attempt to targeting in depth and planning specific 

activities according to the specific target groups and their 

communication needs. 

3. Planning common communication campaigns for all 

programmes, coordinated by Central Information and 

Coordination Office. 

4. Common indicators for progress reporting and 

single media monitoring. 

5. Clear developed responsibilities of all level involved 

in the process of information and communication – from 

Central Information Unit to Managing Authorities and 

District Information Points with relationships and 

communications.  

6. Logical connection between activities and 

responsibilities on different levels of implementation – 

for instance the responsibility of the network of 27 

District Information points is to develop and expand on 

regional level the information campaign provided by MA 

for concrete open call of proposals.  

7. In this programming period through the National 

Communication Strategy are presented the templates of 

documents, developed by the National information office 

and obligatory for all MAs – such as template for Annual 

Action Plan on information and communication activities 

and template for Progress Report. 

Some of the main differences in management of EU 

programmes and funds in Bulgaria communication policy 

are presented in the Table 1. 
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National Communication Strategy for 2014-2020 lays 

down the principles and basic methods for 

implementation communication policy on the national 

level. As this document is concerned we can see many 

advantages, but more important is the way that Central 

Coordination Unit and Managing Authorities will fulfill 

requirements in National Communication Strategy and as 

well in European Regulations.  

However we still define weaknesses, some of them can 

be interpreted as a retreat from initial position 

(comparing with 2007-2013 programming period): 
1. Lack of transparency on total budget for 

implementation communication policy for 2014-2020. In 

the previous programming period each MAs had concrete 

budget for information and communication under Priority 

Axis “Technical Assistance”. In addition, on central level 

for common activities there were Priority Axis 3 

“Promotion of the European Cohesion Policy in Bulgaria 

and ensuring the Provision of General and Statistical 

Information” in the Operational Programme “Technical 

Assistance”. Now through National Communication 

Strategy is planned only 5 million euro from OP “Good 
Governance” for common activities. Each MA has to 

plan on annual base budget for information and 

communication measures in Annual Action Plan. On the 

operational level this requirement is relevant, but still we 

have no information about the strategic financial 

resources for EU communication policy in Bulgaria for 

this programming period. 

2. Centralized activities (especially such as common 

sociological surveys, media monitoring etc.) require 

more flexibility in Central Coordination Unit level to 

launch tender procedures. The Bulgarian Law for tender 

procedure is one of the most modified law on national 
legislation and this results on the inadequate timing, or 

canceled tender procedures. This is the reason that we 

can identify these common activities as a risk in planned 

communication policy – not on terms of its definition and 

nature, but in terms of its implementation.  

3. Insufficient attention on the communication through 

social media. Still social media are not focus on the 

communication activities despite their popularity and 

broad audience. “Communication” is a key word in 

regulation 1303/2013(http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32013R1303) that 
replaces “publicity” from the previous programming 

regulation. This can be achieved in naturally with social 

media and especially in generating content by users. The 

feedback is important and can be further developed by 

planned action on central by Central Coordination Unit, 

on “OP level” – by each Managing Authority and on 

local level by District Information Points.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

On the field of communication management of EU 

programmes in Bulgaria we can conclude that on the 

strategic level there are many preconditions to approve 

communication policy, based on the experience in the 

previous programming period. However from the way of 

implementation of these strategic documents depends the 

final progress not only of awareness, but also of knowing 

EU programmes among citizens. We have to realize that 

audience needs are changeable and if our goal is to 

develop confidence and transparency we have to think 

about development administration flexibility and 

sensitivity about public opinion. The main focus of the 

communication policy should now be presented to the 

specific activities with various target groups and in-depth 

specialized work with them, according to the identified 

communication needs. There must be provided and 

various communication activities, including innovative 

events for direct communication and social media. 

 

RESOURCES TO TABLE II 
1. Annex II – Unified Manual for the beneficiary 

https://www.eufunds.bg/en/programming-period-2014-

2020/operational-programmes-2014-2020/national- 

communication-strategy-2014-2020/item/13789-national-

communication-strategy-2014-2020  
2.  For instance one of the biggest differences between 

programmes progress reporting is on the manner that they 

report printed materials. The majority of MAs reports 

edition (for example 10 000 leaflets, 15 000 brochures; 2 

000 posters etc.), but the MA of OP “Technical 

Assistance” counts printed materials as a type or title ( for 

example 1 leaflet, 3 brochures, 1 poster) 
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TABLE 2 

COMPARATIVE TABLE FOR THE MAIN DIFFERENCES IN MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES IN 

BULGARIA IN THE TWO PROGRAMMING PERIODS (2007-2013 AND 2014-2020) 

 

Difference 2007-2013 2014-2020
In Strategic Documents One Communication Strategy and 7 Communication Plans 

= 8 strategic documents

One National Communication Strategy = 1 strategic 

document

In Implementation level Document No precise requirement for documents on annual base Annual Action Plan

Annual Report

In the Managing Structure of 
Communication on the Central Level

Two parallel units – one for coordination national 

communication officers and other – for coordination network 

of 27 district information points

One unit with different experts in it for coordination 

two networks

In visual requirements 8 different logos – for each programme and one of the 

National Strategic Reference Framework

1 common logo and slogan

In visual identity requirements 8 different documents for visual identity and requirements 

for beneficiaries for each MAs and one for Central 

Coordination Unit

1 brand book on central level, obligatory for all MAs 

and beneficiaries1

In Budget Clearly defined Budget of Each programme for 

Communication and Publicity Activities in strategic level 

document

Unidentified budget on Strategic Level – only 5 

million euro from the OP “Good Governance”.

In progress reporting No exact format of documents for progress reporting –

each MAs has developed its own document and as a result – 8 

different practices in progress reporting. That results on the 

impossibility of summarizing and generalizing data on 

national level, due to their different character2.

One format of reported document, developed by the 

Central Information Office, applied for all MAs.

In planned activities Each MAs, as well as Central Coordination Unit has 

planned activities without clear connection between them. In 

implementation phase there were many situations where MAs 

has provided similar communication activities at the same 

time and the same place.

Clear identified responsibilities on each level of 

implementation National Communication Strategy. 

Leading role in coordination on the Central Information 

Unit.

In media monitoring Several media monitoring in almost same subject – EU 

funding and projects, with focus on the concrete Operational 

Programme. Ineffective costs.

One centralized media monitoring that helps in 

different aspects: optimizing costs, provides MAs with 

comparable data, easily summarized on the central 

national level.

In planning Sociological surveys Made by each MAs with no developed methodology for 

data comparability. Implementation of sociological surveys is 

through the National Tender Procedure Law and we observe 

lack of periodicity and delays.

Made by Central Information Office with information 

in the questionnaire far all OPs.
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Opportunities to Achieve Process Excellence 
Ventsislav Ivanov

1 

 
Abstract Business processes are the core of a process-

oriented organization. That is why the search for ways of their 
continuous improvement is an activity that every manager 
should strive for. The process excellence is precisely what this 
is, and one way to achieve it is through the implementation of 
a "Rational Model of Excellence " (RME) 

Keywords: Rational Model of Excellence, Business process, 
Process Organization 

JEL: M21 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In general, we can say that the main determinants for the 

success of the Rational Model of Excellence (RME) are 

three. If we use the "three-legged chair" metaphor, we can 

say that without any "leg", the success of the Rational 

Model of Excellence is unthinkable (Figure 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Determinants of process perfection 

 

The first condition required to achieve the goals set by 

the RME model is to achieve "leadership". If we look at the 

Model as a specific project based on the Business Project 

Management concept, it is reasonable to ask why 

leadership has an impact? The answer lies in the fact that 

the Business Process Management concept requires 

understanding and support from the entire company 

management. 

As some authors claim, "leadership is a process of 
influence whose dynamics are determined by the 

personality of the participants" (Northouse, 2012). 

 

 
1. Ventsislav Ivanov is with the Faculty of Management, 

Technical University of Sofia, Bulgaria 

 
In this case, we believe that the RME model can’t 

achieve its goals without having a leadership of the whole  
organization. Here we understand not only the management 

of the organization as a whole but also the management of  

business processes by the process owners. These people, 

besides good leaders, must also be good leaders to be able 

to influence all participants in the business process. 

Leaders are the ones who have to build a "Center of 

Excellence" where not only will training be held, but will 

also generate an informative set of "good practices" for 

further projects. Leaders need to convince the success of 

the project and all stakeholders in its realization. Such 

countries are all suppliers, users and senior management. 
Success is something that first needs to be accomplished, 

believing that it is achievable, and then going on the hard 

way of realizing it. Leaders are at the core of achieving 

organizational goals (Sirahsky, 2012). 

The main goal of the leader, when it is the "process 

owner", is to create a strong, sustainable culture in the 

process team that implements a business process that 

confers corporate values. If the leader is a higher-level 

supervisor, he / she must ensure that all "business process 

owners" have adopted the organizational management 

philosophy and whether they are transferring it into their 

"business" processes. 
The second main determinant of success is so. "project 

management". Two things are important here. First we 

need to clarify what the project is in its classical definitions 

and secondly, why we perceive the Renewable Model as a 

type of BPM project. For EU project see Anguelov 2013. 

The project can be defined as an organized plan aimed at 

fulfilling certain, non-routine, irrevocable tasks. By 

analyzing this statement, our aim is to offer a model that, 

through reclassification and continuous iteration, will 

improve business process management. 

RME is a set of activities aimed at achieving a particular 
goal for a certain period of time. Some authors say that: 

"the project is an instrument that exists only for the 

achievement of certain goals and that is its main 

characteristic" (Apostolov, 2004), so that the model 

proposed by us exists entirely to achieve its main goal. In 

part, these definitions answered the question of why we 

identify the project update model. The view behind this is 

that "Rational Model of Excellence is a type of business 

process management project that is a collection of unique, 

interconnected activities with a clearly defined start, 

purpose, and endpoint that serve to improve business 
process management, led to transformation Functional 

Units in Processes ". 

It remains to be clear that project management 

knowledge is sufficient to implement such a BPM project. 

Practically, this knowledge is shared by all traditional 

managers in the business organization. But the answer is 
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definitely not. Project management knowledge is only one 

of the necessary qualities to be possessed. 

BPM projects themselves require knowledge in 

managing change (including behavioral change 

management, which is the next determinant of success). 

Stakeholder management skills (leadership in particular, 

defined in the previous stage) should be included, as well 

as a thorough knowledge of the Business Process 

Management concept. But is really important organization 

must not be monopoly (Hristov 2014)  

It remains to be clear that project management 
knowledge is sufficient to implement such a BPM project. 

Practically, this knowledge is shared by all traditional 

managers in the business organization. But the answer is 

definitely not. Project management knowledge is only one 

of the necessary qualities to be possessed. 

BPM projects themselves require knowledge in 

managing change (including behavioral change 

management, which is the next determinant of success 

(Stoyanov, 2014)). Stakeholder management skills 

(leadership in particular, defined in the previous stage) 

should be included, as well as a thorough knowledge of the 
Business Process Management concept. 

 

II. RATIONAL MODEL OF EXCELLENCE 
 
Rational Model of Excellence is a "process perfection" 

model, which in turn can serve in organizations with a 

functional feature of structuring, adopting a process-based 

approach to management, transforming into process-

oriented. Figure 2 shows the "Rational Model of 

Excellence " (RME). 

 

Target

UnitPeopleProcess

BPM Project

 
 

Fig. 2. Rational Model of Excellence 

 

Each project contains basic elements such as purpose, 

deadline, resources, activities to be carried out, teams 

carrying out these activities, etc. We could say that the 

RME has all the basic elements of "classical projects" but 

refracted through the prism of the BMP concept. 

The purpose of the RME has already been mentioned. It 
is to improve the management of business processes, and 

thereby to achieve transformation (where it is realized), the 

functional structures in process. This primary goal, we can 

say, is with a permanent statute of limitation, focusing on 

continuous improvement, business process management, 

which will lead to continuous improvement of management 

of the entire organization. The sub-targets in the case of the 

model are related to the realization of each of its basic 

elements and will be described as the objectives of the 

elements. 

 

Element "Processes" 

 
This is the fundamental element of REMS. This element 

is to model business processes. "Business Process 

Modeling" is an instrument that will present the structure of 

the business process. We do not, in any way, oblige or 

recommend a business process visualization tool, with 

every organization here free to choose what tool to work 

with. 

The tools for modeling business processes in practice are 

many. In general, they have to answer the following 
questions: 

 what functions and activities are needed for 

implementation in order to achieve the objectives 

set; 

 how the individual functions interact and in what 

order; 

 what incoming documents are used and what 

output documents generate the performed 

functions; 

 what regulation defines the performance of the 

functions. 
Thus, we can say that REMS is a BMI project with a 

specific purpose and focus. 

 
Element “People” 

 

The second major element of REMS is the "people" 

element. It serves to illustrate the interaction of roles for 

the implementation of the business process. It is convenient 

to use the Role Active Diagrams (RAD). 

These diagrams are useful in describing and 
documenting business processes because they show not 

only the way the business process takes place, but also who 

it is doing, and last but not least, the way in which all the 

roles interact. The chart itself consists of simple symbols of 

definite significance. 

First of all, we need to portray Role. Role represents a 

set of activities that together achieve a certain goal. Roles 

are always represented as rectangles. Above each rectangle, 

the role name is recorded. 

Next, we need to indicate what activities each role 

performs. These activities are displayed inside a rectangle 
like squares. The interaction between two roles, 

respectively, between two activities is accomplished by a 

straight connection line. 

The conditions under which certain activities are 

performed are displayed in a circle. It is also important to 

highlight the work-improvement activities in RAD, these 

activities are represented by a triangle, the special feature 
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of which is that their sequence of realization can be done 

arbitrarily. 

The concentric circles are used for the end of the 

activity. Lastly, arrows indicate activities that return to the 

starting state to perform a certain condition, that is, a 

certain condition is necessary to carry out a particular 

process. 

To illustrate a RAD diagram we will use the interaction 

between three people - a manager and a chairman and 

shareholder of an organization. It is necessary to hold a 

general meeting of the shareholders and managers of the 

organization. The interaction between these roles is shown 

in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

physically/web 
meeting

Manager Chairman Shareholder

Yes No

quorum

Preparation 
for meeting

Physically/web 
meeting

Start 
meeting

Specific conditions 
of meeting

End 
meeting

Report 
of meeting

 
Fig. 3. RAD between three roles 

 
This interaction shows the roles and activities that each 

role performs to carry out a particular business process (in 

this case, a meeting). In this way, all the points of contact 

between the employees and the places where a 

communication violation may occur. The more transparent 

and easier the figure is, the more clearly and 

comprehensibly it will be for the management, its 

leadership. 

In summary, the "People" element shows us how all the 
participants in the business process interact. 

 

 

 

 

 

Element “Unit” 

 

The third major element of REMS is the final moment 

with which we end the real part of the Renewable Model. 

We need to describe where the improvement of the 

business process management is done physically in the 

organization. Specify the unit in which the application of 

RME is actually performed. 

In summary, we can say that the final element is 

intended to show: 

 

 Where the business process takes place - 

physically; 
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 Why the business process takes place - 

technologically; 

 The role of the business process for the overall 

functioning of the organization. 

 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 
To sum up, we can define the main goals of the RME: 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 Description and optimization of the content of 

business processes; 

 Clarifying the reasons for the existence of business 
processes and their constant improvement; 

 Define the necessary resources for the fulfillment 

of the goal, the business processes and the 

search for ways to optimize them; 

 Continuous improvement of the activities that 

have a useful value for the final result; 

 Find ways to overcome the bottlenecks: 

 Who participates in the implementation of 

business processes - prevention of a bulge or 

lack of staff; 

 How Participants Interact - Preventing Ineffective 
Working Time; 

 Where interruption can occur, giving the main 

reasons for this 
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Approach of Assessment the Necessity of  

Supply Logistics Sub-Processes Improvement 
Ivan Dimitrov
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Abstract. In the present paper an approach, through which 

it can determine the necessity of improvement of each sub-
process within the supply logistics process has been presented. 
The need for developing and implementation of this approach 
is revealed. It is based to assessment the efficiency of sub-
processes which build up supply logistics’ processes. The 
explanation, how the comparison between targets sub-
processes and their corresponding real sub-processes are 
performed. The essence of functioning of the approach is 
presented. Coefficients, an algorithm and methodology of 
calculation of the “absolute goal” for improvement are dis-
cussed, through which the necessity of supply logistics sub-
processes improvement is ascertained.  

Index Terms: supply logistics, sub-process, optimization, ne-
cessity of improvement, absolute goal, algorithm, methodolo-
gy 

JEL: L23 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The function of each enterprise is to carry out transfor-

mation of inputs (raw materials and supplies), through the 

production factors (buildings, machines, labor), into a 

product/service designated to satisfy the customer’s need 

(Angelov, 2008). Transformation is related to the running 

of various business processes (Harmon, 2007), processes 

(Deckler, 2003; Haist, 2001; Harrington, 1991; Ould, 2006; 

Lowenthal, 2003) and activities (McDonald, 2010; Por-
tougal, 2006), united in production cycles. Logistics pro-

cesses are an important part of business processes in the 

organization divided into three phases - logistics of supply, 

logistics of production and logistics of distribution (Dimi-

trov, 2004). In this connection, they can be viewed as spe-

cific business processes across the organization. Each 

phase of the logistics can be further decomposed into sev-

eral levels in case of expanding of the analysis. Logistics 

processes crossing through individual units and they are 

oriented along to the information and materials flow pass-

ing through the supply chain (Rosemann, 2006). For im-

provement of logistics activities in the organization math-
ematical apparatus that allows the identification and reor-

ganization of the critical elements in logistics processes can 

be used.  
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The feedback which established (reporting) customer's 

satisfaction by logistics service and the amount of logistics 

costs, provides the necessary signal that starts process of 

logistics system improving. This signal moves in the oppo-

site direction of the running logistics processes. In order to 

respond the customer's needs, organizations starts optimi-

zation in one or all logistics phases. The optimization 

should be carried out with the help of methodology in con-

formity with the company structure, as well as with the 

strategy chosen. 

In order to implement optimization of the supply logis-

tics in the organization, it is necessary to determine wheth-
er actual need of improvement exists. The signal is broad-

cast from the production system of the organization which 

is supply logistics customer within the overall logistics 

process. 

One way to establish guidelines for improvement is by 

applying the approach of defining of general necessity of 

supply logistics improvement. To that end, it is necessary 

the actual and the desired state of the processes of supply 

logistics to be presented by vectors - real and target ones. 

The real vector represents an aggregate of elements, de-

scribes all processes and activities building the supply 
logistics (Brüggemann, 1998). Each element is represented 

as a partial vector with the relevant coordinates. The coor-

dinates describe the real values of the parameters character-

izing various aspects of process effectiveness (Papula, 

2001). By summing up the vectors the common (resultant) 

vector is obtained. The target vector has been built by 

marking the coordinates of the goal on the coordinate sys-

tem, the measurements of which are defined by the parame-

ters derived from feedback received from customers. From 

the initial point of the coordinate system to the point mark-

ing the desired improvement a vector is built, called target 
vector. If comparison between the vector which represent 

the real process and the vector which represent the target 

process shows deviation in favor of the target vector, then 

it is necessary to perform a thoroughgoing analysis and 

improvement of the supply logistics process. Otherwise, it 

is assumed that the parameters of the existing company 

process of supply logistics are better than the goal set forth; 

therefore, improvement is not needed. The comparison 

between coordinates of both vectors enables the determina-

tion of the overall necessity of improvement for supply 

logistics’ process. Furthermore, it can be assessment the 

necessity of improvement of each sub-process, which 
builds up the entire supply logistics process through calcu-

lating their efficiency beside the target goal. In order to 

achieve overall and sustainable improvements, it is neces-

sary optimization to pass sequential the following steps: 
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 assessment of the overall necessity of 

supply logistics improvement; 

 assessment of the necessity of sub-

process improvement; 

 assessment of the priority of sub-process 

improvement. 

The aim of the present paper is to present an approach of 

assessment the necessity of supply logistics’ sub-processes 

improvement in the organization.  

 

II. IDENTIFICATION OF THE NECESSITY OF SUPPLY 

LOGISTICS SUB-PROCESS IMPROVEMENT 

 
The identification of necessity of the existing sub-

processes or activities (The type of the object depends on 
the rate of detail of the observation.) improvement is done 

only if there is overall necessity of supply logistics im-

provement. 

It is calculated in earlier optimization steps. The identifi-

cation of necessity of supply logistics sub-processes im-

provement is done by comparison between the partial real 

and target vectors. For this purpose it is necessary to split 

the target vector on its build up partial target vectors (pro-

cess) first. 

 

III. CALCULATION OF PARTIAL TARGET VECTORS 

 
In order to perform a correct comparison, it is necessary 

the target vector to be divided into partial target vectors, 

similar to the supply logistics process in the organization. It 

is assumed that the target vector visualizes an “ideal” sup-

ply logistics process running at competitions. Similar to the 
existing supply logistics process in the company it is also 

built up of certain number of sub-processes (partial target 

vectors). Their number and continuance are unknown. This 

information may be providing by the feedback or by other 

specialized sources (specialized literature, newspapers, 

magazines, scientific conferences, Internet sources, etc) 

(Sexton, 2011). On this basis three approaches to determin-

ing the partial target vectors can be distinguished. 

The first approach is used when there is information 

about the value of at least one coordinate of at least one 

partial vector. In the calculation of other vector coordinates 
it is assumed to be constant. From the coordinates of the 

target vector, constant value of the known partial vector 

coordinates is subtracted, so one of the partial target vec-

tors are formed. The residue between the other partial tar-

get processes is divided equally, assuming that their num-

ber is equal to the number of actual partial vectors (sub-

processes) of supply logistics. 

If there is information about the coordinates of a target 

partial process applies the second approach. The number of 

target partial supply logistics processes and number of real 

sub-processes is assumed to equals again. The other partial 

target vectors are obtained by dividing equally the residue 

between the coordinates of the target vector and the known 

partial target vector. 

In absence of specific data for the target sub-processes 

running unto competitors the third approach is applied. The 

number of target partial vectors and number of partial real 

vectors (n (The choice of parameters to be used as meas-

urements of the coordinate system is in compliance with 

the underlying logistics strategy of the organization, the 

improvement goal set forth, as well as with the necessity to 

follow up the deviations in their values.)) are assumed to 

equals again. Thus, each target sub-process (SPn,T) can be 
calculated by division the coordinates of the target process 

(PT) and 1/n. “Averaged” partial target vectors, which are 

identical among themselves are created (Figure 1.). The 

coordinates of each averaged target supply logistics sub-

process under the formula (formula 1) are derived. 

 

 
 

 IV. CALCULATION OF NECESSITY OF 

SUB-PROCESSES IMPROVEMENT 

 
Necessity of supply logistics sub-processes is determined 

when coordinates of the partial target vectors are calculated 
before. In order to determine this need of improvement, it 

is necessary to calculate the difference of the coordinates of 

the partial target vector and the real vector which corre-

sponds to it. This difference represents the “absolute” tar-

get of improvement for each sub-process. The newly creat-

ed vector is noted by “ “ and coordinates ” ”. 

This vector is calculated under the following formula 2. 
 

 
 

where 

n – number of partial real and target vectors 

 
The methodology can be presented as an algorithm con-

sisting of two blocks (Figure 2.), which sequentially passes 

through the four steps. In block “A” the coordinate’s values 

of the “absolute” target for improvement (Δabs) are calcu-

lated. In block “B” each coordinate is compared to zero. 

This is the way to assessment the necessity of improve-

ment of the real supply logistics sub-processes. Further, it 
can be calculated with how many units the coordinates of 

the partial real vectors should be increased or reduced. 
Step 1 - Inputs of the partial real and the target vector’s 

coordinates, building real and target process (vector) of the 

supply logistics in all studied measurements. 

 

(1) 

(2) 
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Fig. 1. “Averaged” target partial and real partial vectors visualization 

 

 
Step 2 – Calculation the difference between coordinates 

of the partial target and real vectors – „Δabs”. 

Step 3 - Check of the nature of all dimensions. If all 

characteristics of the supply logistics processes are maxim-

izing (Maximizing measurements are these, the values of 

which should be increased as a consequence of the im-

provement, and minimizing – those, the values of which 

should be reduced. Differentiating the vectors’ parameters 

into “maximizing” (e.g. "accuracy of deliveries from sup-

pliers", "time of supply", etc.) and “minimizing” (for in-
stance "low process’s costs", "low cost reserves", etc.) is 

done on an earlier stage of the improvement. The differen-

tiation is done in accordance with the strategic goals of the 

organization.), algorithm continue to step 4. Otherwise, all 

values of the new vector’s coordinates (Δabs) are multi-

plied by (-1). 

After those actions and calculation of the values of 

„di,j”, step 3 and block “A” of the algorithm ends. 

Step 4 – Comparison with zero the newly calculates vec-

tors’ coordinates, describing the “absolute” goal of im-

provement (Table 1.). If the coordinate of the newly creat-

ed vector is bigger than zero, then the target sub-processj in 
measurementi is more efficient than the real onej. In this 

case, optimization of the respective measurement of the 

real supply logistics sub-process is needed. In case that 

„di,j” is less than zero, it means that the existing sub-

processj in measurementi is more efficient than the target 

onej and improvement is not needed. In the third case 

„di,j=0”, which means that the real sub-processj is as effi-

cient, as the target onej in measurementi. Again optimiza-

tion is not needed. 

 

TABLE 1.  INTERPRETATION OF “DI,J”  

 

correlations interpretation 

d

i,j>

0 

SPTar-

get>SPRea

l 

The target sub-processj in meas-
urementi is more efficient than the 

real onej. There is necessity of 

improvement. 

d

i,j=

0 

SPTar-

get=SPRea

l 

The real sub-processj in meas-

urementi is as efficient as the target 

onej. There isn’t necessity of im-

provement. 

d

i,j<

0 

SPTar-

get<SPRea

l 

The real sub-processj in meas-

urementi is more efficient than the 

target onej. There isn’t necessity of 

improvement. 

 

 

PT – target process 
PR – real process 
SP 1,R, SP2,R,…SPn,R – real sub-process 
SP 1,T, SP2,T,…SPn,T – target sub-process 
SP i,j – coordinates i to vector j 

ci – measurements of the processes 
j = 1 ..... n – number of considered sub-processes 
i= 1 .....m – number of considered measurements 

 

 

 

 

Measurement c1 

Measurement C 2 

PT 

PR 

  

 

(1) (1) 
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Fig. 2. Algorithm for assessment the necessity of supply logistics sub-processes improvement 

 

Ci,j 

Start 

The real sub-processj in 
measurementi is more 

efficient than the target 

onej 

The target sub-processj in 
measurementi is more effi-

cient than the real onej 

End 

No 

di,j>0 

di,j<0 

Yes 

Yes 

The real sub-processj in 

measurementi is as efficient 

as the target onej 

No 

Block “B” 

Yes 

Block “A” 

No Ci are maxim-

izing 
i=1,2,…,m 

di,j*(-1) 
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V. CONCLUSION 
 

In the present paper an approach through which can be 

assessment the necessity of supply logistics sub-processes 

in the organization was presented. It is based on determina-

tion of the efficiency of the real sub-processes compared to 
set up target efficiency of supply logistics, through the 

calculation of a vector describing the “absolute” target for 

improvement - (Δabs). Depending on the obtained values 

of these vector’s coordinates, a conclusion whether optimi-

zation of the real sub-processes is necessary is drawn. Sub-

sequently, it can be determine the actual numeric value, by 

which to correct the coordinates of the real partial vectors 

under the relevant measurements. The main advantage 

upon the application of this approach is that measurements, 

under which the optimization is done, can be m-number as 

per the actual necessity. In order to determine „Δabs” only 

the subtraction operation is used, which simplifies the cal-
culations. The algorithmic presentation of the entire meth-

odology makes it possible to review and evaluate all possi-

ble combinations of the coordinate values of the vector 

describing the “absolute” necessity of improvement. This 

way, integrity of the observation and representativeness of 

the defined conclusions is achieved. Main shortcoming of 

the described approach is that in case of lack of sufficient 

information, the target vectors are “averaged”. In some 

cases those “averaged target vectors” deviate substantially 

from the real partial target vectors. This could lead to “dis-

tortion” of the derived results at the end of the algorithm 
and to wrongful conclusions about the condition of the real 

supply logistics sub-processes. 

The identification of the necessity of supply logistics 

sub-processes improvement represents the second stage of 

the optimization process. Satisfying customer needs sup-

poses that assessment of the priority of sub-process im-

provement must be done into improvement process. The 

realization of said stages of the optimization process could 

lead to the achievement of efficient and stable improve-

ments of the supply logistics processes in the organization. 
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Abstract. The article examines the Common Agricultural 
Policy of the European Union. The basic postulates of the 
Lisbon Treaty found and ensure the development of specific 
policies related to the main pillars of the CAP in all Member 
States of the European Union. 

Index Terms: Common Agricultural Policy, pillars, Member 
States, the Treaty of Lisbon 

JEL: K10 K33 N44 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The main provisions of the Lisbon Treaty concerning the 

Common Agricultural Policy of the European Union are 

aimed at channeling the general vector of its future 

development for both the old EU Member States, and in 

terms of the new ones, which in one way or another should 

adapt to the pace of the processes related to its 
reformulation, expansion and reform. These are closely 

aligned with the strategic complex objectives facing the 

European Union, which are related to: 

 increasing the productivity levels of its territory 

by optimizing the use of production power and means, 

including workforce whose quality is inextricably linked to 

the achievements of the scientific and technical progress 

within the horizon of its development and practical 

application of its specific achievements; 

 help producers get engaged in agriculture in the 

EU through direct and indirect support for their income, 

with a view to ensuring a qualitative standard of living for 

them; 

 placing priority attention in the direction of 

ensuring stability on the market of agricultural 

products in the European Union; 

 ensuring the fulfillment of the needs related to 

ensuring a diverse and high quality food products 

for European consumers; 

 ensuring affordable agricultural and food 

production for all users of countries making up the 

EU. (  CAP after 2013, http://www.baf-bg.org/ 

index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=6

0&Itemid=9) 

1Aleksandra Valcheva is a PhD Student at the Faculty of Law 

and History at the South-West University “Neofit Rilski”, 

Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria 

 
 

II. THE FIRST PILLAR OF THE COMMON 

AGRICULTURAL POLICY 
 

The basic postulates of the Lisbon Treaty found and 

ensure the development of specific policies related to the 

main pillars of the CAP in all Member States of the 
European Union. The first one is connected with the 

common organization of the market of agricultural 

products. The first pillar of the Common Agricultural 

Policy represents the synthesis and the sum of all market 

measures in the context of agricultural production in a 

common policy since 2007. At present measures in this 

first pillar of the CAP have a protected status and apply for 

periods of a possible crisis. Reforming the measures taken 

in the context of this pillar are aimed mainly at 

strengthening the market of agricultural products in the 

countries making up the European Union. In this respect 

they envisage reducing the volume of activity of the toolkit 
to intervene in its natural processes of development, except 

if they are not tainted by external factors or lead to lasting 

negative trends and outcomes having detrimental effects on 

consumers or producers involved in the sector. 

The first pillar of the Common Agricultural Policy is 

directly involved with the postulates of the Lisbon Treaty 

relating to the safeguarding of stability in the market of 

agricultural products, as well as compliance with the 

interests of producers and consumers of the products within 

the context of their best possible and optimal development. 

In this connection, the most common characteristics of the 
first pillar of the CAP are: 

 generating conditions for the maintenance and 

promotion of markets which are distributed by the logic of 

the various agricultural sectors; 

 the introduction of a uniform policy on measures 

to be taken within the individual countries making up the 

EU has a complex goal to stabilize market sectors for 

agricultural products. In parallel with this, it also aims to 

guarantee the best possible standard of living for farmers, 

which directly and indirectly leads to increasing the quality 

and quantity of agricultural production; 

 the unified policy under the first pillar of the 

Common Agricultural Policy includes mechanisms 

oriented towards regulation of trade and agricultural 

production; 
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 during the initial stage of its implementation the 

Common Policy focuses mainly on the use of guaranteed 

prices for agricultural produce, the latter stages then begin 

to be reduced based on the application of full and then 

partial offset by the release of direct aid; 

 the majority of the above direct aid incorporated 

as a tool in various market regulations of a general nature, 

is gradually broken down by the sector of agricultural 

production and output of the integrated comprehensive 

body of regulations dealing with the common market 

organizations, which is, for example, the regime associated 

with the practice of the single payment scheme; 

 the toolkit for intervention on the implementation 

of measures relating to the first pillar of the Common 

Agricultural Policy is modified and because of that they are 

reformulated as “safeguards” applicable only when there is 

a crisis, generating a larger market disruptions; 

 in the context of measures linked to the first pillar of 

the CAP there are maintained only intervention 

prices in their capacity of an instrument associated 

with the strengthening of pricing policy, as 

guaranteed prices, at which there are purchased 

stored and manufactured quantities of agricultural 

products from a defined by the countries included in 

the composition of the EU - old and new ones - 

intervention body. However, as a whole, the 

intervention at a toolkit level and a common policy 

is significantly limited (The first pillar of CAP: І — 

common market organization of agricultural 

products, 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/atyourservice/ 

bg/displayFtu.html?ftuId=FTU_5.2.4.html). 

 

III. MAIN OBJECTIVES OF THE CAP 
 

The main objectives of the CAP in the above terms are 

reduced, for example, to regulation of the passage of a 

complete separation of production aid to target aid in view 

of the mechanisms for direct support. In this respect, there 

is a creation of a symbolic payments system, which 

replaces that of the single ones. Its main element is the 

main payment per hectare, as its level is synchronized 

according to regional or national administrative and 

economic criteria of the old and the new Member States of 
the European Union and is the subject to an internal 

process of conducting the cohesion policy. Another similar 

component boils down to greening as an additional form of 

assistance with respect to compensation of the costs going 

to provide public goods in the field of environment, which 

are not subsidized by the market. 

Among other such important components of the new 

payment system within the operation of the Common 

Agricultural Policy of the EU's old and new members of 

this organization after the entry into force of the Lisbon 

Treaty is an additional type of payment for young farmers 
for five years. Another such feature is also linked to the 

redistribution type of payment, enabling to strengthen the 

support for the initial hectares of different economies. 

Another important element of the new system for payments 

is the additional income support in areas with limited 

resources such as natural resources, which hampers 

agricultural production. Meanwhile financial support 

measures include priority support for agricultural 

production in certain regions or for certain types of 

agricultural activities for the socio-economic reasons. Not 
least, the new system for payments under the Common 

Agricultural Policy includes creating a specialized system 

for payments of up to € 1,250 for small producers engaged 

in agriculture on the territory of the old and new Member 

States. 

In turn, after the adoption of the Lisbon Treaty in respect 

of old and new members of the EU the second pillar of the 

CAP concerns mainly rural development based on the 

principles of the regional and national multi-annual 

programming, co-financing and the like, as on this basis it 

is assumed that the newly established system is far more 
simple and functional. The main priorities of the second 

pillar of the CAP during the period are simply predefined 

with a view to carrying out specific new policies. One of 

the most important of these is the promotion of transfer of 

innovations and know-how in areas such as forestry and 

agriculture. 

Another basic priority is to support and strengthen the 

competitiveness and sustainability of all types of activities 

of agricultural character. Moreover, there is encouraging 

and putting into practice of innovative technologies and 

sustainable management of forests. In view of the main 
objectives of the CAP, animal welfare is also stimulated, 

particularly the quality of risk management in agriculture, 

as well as optimizing the functionality of the food chain. 

Another priority of similar importance and significance is 

regeneration, the promotion and protection of forest and 

agricultural ecosystems at the level of soil, water, 

biodiversity and so on. 

Meanwhile, within the second pillar of the Common 

Agricultural Policy the effective use of resources like 

energy and water is encouraged too, as well as supporting 

the transition to an economy which is characterized by the 

low carbon economy, such as implementing the practice of 
using energy coming from renewable energy sources. 

Alongside this, there is a stimulation of social inclusion, 

and there are priority measures to reduce poverty, promote 

economic development of rural areas in the form of new 

job openings, promoting general regional development, 

optimization of access to modern communication and 

information technologies and the like. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

In terms of the old and new Member States of the EU the 

undertaken comprehensive and integrated measures within 

the two pillars of the Common Agricultural Policy after the 

entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty are based on the 

general philosophy of fostering cohesion processes 

between them, focused mainly on a targeted sustainable 
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development in rural areas and raising the living standards 

of farmers and people living and working there. 
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Abstract: The paper differentiates the concepts for quality 
and agility of eServices. The importance of eServices quality 
and agility measurement, their traceability and influence on 
CRM performance is explored. Monitoring of these 
components is presented as a better competitive power of 
organizations as well as optimization of values for the business 
units. The formulation of a conceptual model which has to be 
taken in consideration in eServices management is presented 
as a framework for achieving higher value for the customer. 

Index terms: CRM, eService, quality, agility, mind mapping, 
conceptual framework 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Management of eServices has been gaining importance 

due to the expanding need of innovative solutions and 

growing demands of the business organizations (Anguelov 

K., I. Stoyanov 2013). Therefore the quality of services is 

under focus, acting as a main driver of customer’s 

satisfaction. Considering the fact that clients can choose 
from a variety of service providers, the quality and agility 

of a service is what defines customers’ retention. 

Implementation of CRM systems is a preferred method for 

delivering better customer value. The aim of such systems 

is to maintain close relationship with clients and strengthen 

the competitive and sustainable advantage of the services 

they provide. Yet, there is a lack of adequate response to 

business expectations for quality eServices 

The purpose of this paper is to establish a conceptual 

framework for monitoring the quality and agility of 

eServices in a CRM environment 

 

Web Science forum for improving and democratization 

of the information administrative services and their 

management processes. The functions and architectures for 

the online face to face organized eGovernance systems are 

proposed and the pilot implementation of the Web based 

videoconference forms of collaboration as management 
meetings and educational events is presented, evaluated 

and discussed there. The legislative regalementation of the 

information administrative services is discussed in 

(Kaneva, N., Dimitrova, R., 2013).  

Service quality is often understood as a result of 

customer perception. The difference between clients’ 

expectations and the real performance is called 

disconfirmation, as accepted by several researchers 

(Grönroos, 1982; Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry, 1988; 

Bitner, 1990; Bolton and Drew, 1991; Gummesson, 1991; 

Oliver, 1993). 

Based on disconfirmation paradigm (Figure 1) we can 
say that high quality is achieved when the real performance 

is equal or above the initial clients’ expectations, meaning 

that service quality will be low when the actual experience 

is less than the expectations. Originating from Expectation-

Confirmation Theory (Oliver 1980) the SERVIQUAL 

model was developed by (Parasuraman, Berry, Zeithaml, 

1988). 

The model is widely adapted for measuring the quality 

of wide range of industries and service categories. Some 

studies apply the model for measurement of service quality 

in areas like e-commerce, e-banking, e-retailing etc. 
SERVIQUAL presents service quality as a multi-

dimensional concept consisting of five dimension.

II. QUALITY OF E-SERVICES IN CRM SYSTEMS 

 
Depending on the type of eServices, their quality can 

be interpreted in various ways. For example, eServices as 

Web based face to face e-governance systems are discussed 

in (Tsankova, R., Marinov, O., 2012) at the Social Media 

and 
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1) Responsiveness - willingness or readiness of 

employees to provide service; 

2) Reliability – ability to deliver service in the way and 

time frame agreed with client; 

3) Assurance – ability of employees to create a feeling of 

competence, trustworthiness and confidence in a customer; 

4) Tangibles – physical resources needed for providing a 

service; 

5) Empathy – attitude and care for customer’s needs. 
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Fig 1. Disconfirmation paradigm 

 

A novel investigation on Differential Evolution and 
Particle Swarm Optimisation with enhanced adaptability 

and Free Search applied to 200 dimensional versions of 

three scalable, global, real-value, numerical tests, which 

optimal values are dependent on dimensions number and 

virtually unknown for variety of dimensions is presented in 

(Penev, K., 2015). 

In its turn, SERVIQUAL model applies 5 steps for 

evaluating quality of services (Service Quality Index – 

SQI). SERVQUAL instrument uses 22 questions evaluating 

the performance across the five determinants, using a 

seven-point Likert scale measuring both customer 
expectations and perceptions (Gabbie and O'neill, 1996). 

Positive results of SQI when evaluation of the service is 

greater than the expected one consider it as a high quality 

service. 

 

III. AGILITY OF E-SERVICES 
 

The concept for agility originates from the 

manufacturing area in the early eighties and was used for 

agile manufacturing and agile corporations (Izza, S. et al., 

2008). Later on this concept extends to supply chain, ERP 

systems, information systems and IT sector.  Despite the 

numerous researches on the topic, there is no clear 

definition how agility should be achieved or measured 

(Goleshevska, V., R. Ilieva, 2014). According to (Desouza, 

K. C., 2007) being agile is generally resulting in the ability 

to: 

 sense signals in the environment,  

 process them adequately,  

 mobilize resources and processes to take advantage of 

future opportunities, and  
 continuously learn and improve the operations of the 

enterprise.  

In literature organizational agility is often described as 

the ability to adapt, respond to unexpected changes in 

environment. Agility is a strategic framework, combining 

external parameters and factors for dynamic adaptable 

capabilities of a company (Ismail H. et al., 2007). The 

framework examines the business environment with a 

number of factors for turbulence of the external 

environment and abilities for dynamic agility of processes, 

products, operations and the entire organization. As there is 
no specific taxonomy for agility of services, for the purpose 

of this paper the concept for organizational agility will be 

used. 

Based on different frameworks and metrics for 

measuring organizational agility, the following definition of 

eService agility can be derived: 

“Agility of an eService is its ability to correspond to the 

turbulent changes of the surrounding environment, the 

increasing competitiveness and the growing demands of 

clients, aiming a higher resistance and values to the 

customer”. 

To define a holistic model for monitoring the agility of 
eServices is a complex task, as there is no clear framework 

for achieving their agility. That is why in order to evaluate 

the agility of the eServices supported in CRM we can apply 

some commonly used metrics (Goleshevska, V., R. Ilieva, 

2014) like: 

 

1) Responsiveness of supporting personnel– Sharifi and 

Zhang (1999), Christian et al. (2005) 

2) Competence (knowledge and capabilities of the 

supporting staff) - Sharifi and Zhang (1999), Lin et al. 

(2006) 
3) Flexibility - Sharifi and Zhang (1999), Christian et al. 

(2001) 

4) Speed of service - Sharifi and Zhang (1999), Bessant 

et al. (2001), Lin et al. (2006), Crocitto et al. (2005) 

5) Variety of innovations - Bessant et al. (2001) 

6) Quality of service - Crocitto and Youssef (2003) 

7) Price of service - Crocitto and Youssef (2003) 

 

IV. MIND MAPPING THE CONCEPT OF 

ORGANIZATIONAL AGILITY 
 

The Busan’s mind mapping method is extremely creative 

(Buzan, T., Buzan, B., 2010). It allows us to roll out the logic 
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of our thoughts in a structured and universal way. It helps us 

to see the "big picture" or in other words, to look at 

information from a different angle using memorable 

characters (images, symbols, graphics), keywords, branches 

and twigs, which represent hierarchically arranged elements 

and the links between them. Figure 1 shows a mind map of 

the concept of organizational agility. 

 

 
 

Fig 2. Mind mapping the concept of 

organizational agility 

 
V.CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR E-SERVICES 

MONITORING IN CRM ENVIRONMENTS 

 

The purpose of this article is to examine the theoretical 

foundations of eService quality and develop a conceptual 

framework for it. Based on the discussed characteristics of 

eServices, the quality concept and organizational agility a 

conceptual framework for eServices monitoring in CRM 

environments has been derived in Figure 3.  

Factors that act hierarchically as enablers of eServices’ 
agility and quality are presented as fundamentals of the 

model in Figure 4. 

The main enablers are: 

 Staff motivation  

 Speed of service and in-time reaction 

 Willingness to help and support customers 

  Knowledge and experience of support teams 

 Innovation of services 

 Infrastructure capabilities and technology innovations 

 Interoperability 

 Competitive cost of services  

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 3. Conceptual framework for eServices monitoring in 

CRM environments 

When the enablers interact with changes from external 

environment like growing customer demands and 

expectations, new technology trends and growing 

competitiveness, as a result we get a reflection in the 

metrics for agility and quality of eServices. The nine 

metrics that we have derived for agile and quality services 

give us framework for measuring and evaluating 

customers’ opinions and impressions from the offered 

services. 
 

VI.CONCLUSION 
 

The development of methodologies, for measurements 

and predictions of eServices agility and performance is in 

its infancy. 
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Fig 4. Hierarchical diagram of enabler factors of eServices’ 

agility and quality 

 

The lack of adequate definitions for quality and agility 
of eServices in scientific literature is a basic problem. 

Because of the complex structure of these terms, all 

proposed metrics for measurement of these two 

characteristics is not accurate enough. The created 

conceptual framework will help for better analysis of 

quality level of eServices in CRM as well as systems’ 

behavior and their development. The framework defines 

the boundaries of the organizational ability to correspond to 

clients’ demands and expectations through detailed 

monitoring of service quality and agility. As the interaction 

between customer and service provider is critical in 
eServices, traceability and evaluation of customer 

perceptions should be applied in a timely manner. 

Evaluation with the proposed model can be done via 

customer surveys, prepared for the specific eService area 

and processes that they serve. 
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